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TWO

LAS

OTERO CONVICTED ENDURANCE
OF ASSAULT ON

AN

A GIRL

INJURED
IAN

SOCORRO COUNTY JURY REACHES
A VERDICT AFTER 8HORT
DELIBERATION.

GEORGE H. CASNER MAKES HARD
JOURNEY WITH A BROKEN LEG.

V

EGAS DAILY OPTIC, THURSDAY,

ber, and the officers should assume
their official duties not later than the
first Monday, of the following Novem
ber; but by the last Bection of that
act of 190:! It was provided that none
of the parts or provisions of that act
or any section thereof should apply
or bo construed to be In force or ef
fect In twenty counties which were
named, one of which was Valencia
county. This left only four counties
in which the act would bo In force.
In this condition of the law two
views might be taken as to the twenty
counties in which tho act was not to
be In force. Tho first of thes would
be that section 9 of the Compiled
Laws of 1897 should be construed as
continuing in force so far a tboBe
twenty counties are concerned, and
the. other is that in those1 twenty
counties no provision of law Is loft as
to the time of such election.
"It seems clear that in those twenty
counties there Is no authority lor
holding the election In October and
my advice Is, rio matter which of the
two views above suggested should be
taken, the elections would better De
hold on the first Monday of December
as provided in said section 9. If that
section can be construed as still in
force, the election would, of course,
be regular, and if it should be held
that that section no longer exists,
then the people of each community
acequla ran hold their election at a
time to be fixed by them. It would be
safer, however, for them to fix the
time prescribed in section 9, so that
In any event the election would be
valid and regular.
Yours very truly,
FRANK W. CLANCY,
Attorney General.
The four counties to which the act
of 1903 was applicable, are Bernalillo,
Sandoval, Sierra and Socorro.
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nd Attractive Coats
-

NEW ORLEANS PICAYUNE RECOG
NIZES ABILITY OF DEAD
8TATESMAN

For Misses and Children

Socorro, N. M Oct.
petit Jury
George H. Casner, brother of Dr. J.
Oue of the south's great men passed
Never have Children's coats possessed such style and in.
the district oourt, after short delib- A. Casner, the well known Santa Fe
away yesterday in the death of Hon,
eration, lias rendered a verdict of dentist, Is today regarded as a hero
Hernando De Soto Money, late Unltod
dividuality never have they been more attractive and desirable.
guilty of statutory rape against
by several persons who declare that
States senator from Mississippi,
rensso Otoro, on the state's charge of Mr. Casner performed a feut hereto
And, best of all, never have such excellent values been offered
statesman, a imtrlot, a gentleman and
having criminally assaulted on Sep- fore unknown In the annate of the au
a scholar, for In each and every one
for so little money as we are now offering.
tember 12 lost Esther Williams, the tomobile world, says the Santa Fe
of these respects he was recognized
little daughter of Banta Fe Engineer New Mexican of yesterday.
and appreciated by his
s
Hugh Williams. The state made It
The feat as described was crawling
Our line includes all the newest style models of the season
of that great national body, says the
oaso In great dotal' The little girl several hundred
New Orleans Picayune.
yards with hla leg
in all colors and will insure the Little One maximum
testified that alio and her 11 year old broken, reaching his automobile and
Senator Money was forcod to rebrother, who had a newspaper route, despite the terrible agony he must
tire from the distinguished position
bad gone to the Santa Fe station to have been In, cranking the machine
he filled so ably by his falling health
incut the belated El Paso train, which and driving all the way from Tesuque
and impaired eyesglht, and it was
arrived on the night, of the crime Into Santa Fe to see a surgeon. Any
through these misfortunes that he fell
about 8 o'clock; and that while there one who has been to Tesuque Is well
upon the stairway of his own home
she saw and recognized the native aware that the roaup are not smooth
and received such bodily injuries that
boy who later assaulted her, with a and that the hills are prodigiously
they brought on a fatal termination.
companion. She raid that In going steep. How a man with a broken leg
Senator Money was born in Holmes
back to town across a distance of could stand the pain of the jar and
Laa VeiiLoadinSforo
county Mlse., in August, 1839; he was
some four Mocks of vacant space, she jolt Is Indeed remarkable.
"Wooltex'
educated at the state university, Ox
"Printzett"
and her brother passed tho young
There is some mystery about the
ford, and prepared himself for the prac
tad
Cot$
men and that a moment later the de- way Mr. Casner came by his broken
Suil$ tad
tice of the law, but the breaking out
Suht
fendant made a lunge and pulled her legi for reports differ concerning the
Cottt
of the war between the states turned
off the walk Into the tall weeds. Hor Incident. One report Is that he was
him to the defense of his state, and
Established 1862
South Sid&Vbija.
brother fled and gave the alarm, run trying to stop a runaway team near
entering the military service of tho
house
of
a
Into
the
rail
nearby
ning
the Casner ranch and that lie fell un
south at the beginning, remained with
road fireman who Immediately started oer the wheel, the blow breaking .is
It until September, 1864, when falling
to the rescue, firing his revolver as leg. It is said he lay In great pain,
eyesight forced hira to retire.
he ran, and In a few moments was but no one coming to his rescue he de
He returned to his profession of die
In. pursuit of the assailant, who for the cided to
crawl to bis automobile at
law, but gave large attention to his
time being) made his escape. Sheriff some distance and actually performed
cotton plantation, as soon as it was
James was Immedaltely notified and the feat. Cranking the machine was
possible to
the ruined
CAPITAL PAID IN
took up the chase, In the course of an still a greater task, but with
SURPLUS
grim de
of the south.
agrlcuture
hour arresting the defendant who termination he Is said to have man
9100,000.00
In 1874, after his state was restored
OWEN IS 8UED
$50,000.00
was Immediately and positively Identi- aged that, too. Then
began a long
Clovls, N. M., Oct. 3. The district to the Union, Mr. Money was elected
fied by the girl. Mud on Otero's and nerve-tryindrive into the city court for
county has been in to the Forty-fourtcongress of the
shoes was proven to be of the same One can well Imagine on arriving here session forCurry
K
a week. Yesterday the United States and to each succeeding
kind as that In the spot where the the Injured man was exhausted from case of II. D.
Terrell vs State Corpo- congress up to and including the
assault occurred and the defendant's the ordeal.
ration Commissioner O. L Owen was
and subsequently to the
J. M. Cunningham, President
Hosklns, Cashier,
shoe was shown to exactly fit the
When a representative of the New called for trial. This Is a case where Fifty-thirFifty-fourtand
Frank
congress
8pringer.
'
prints In the mud. The chain of evS- Mexican called at the Casner home in Terrell Is suing to recover what he es.
dence forged around the movements Mr. Casnor sent wora that he did not claims to be due him as counsel
In
fees
January, 1896, Congressman
of the defendant seemed conclusive wish to discuss the Incident.
ECO
for service rendered Mr. Owen in the Money was elected to the senate for
In fastening bis guilt upon him, bU;
Mr. Casner has oeen here about quo warranto proceedings before the the term beginning March, 4,
1899;
In addition to the strong circumstan- three months ana has visited occa
state
board at Santa Fe was appointed to the United States
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
tial evidence and identification of the sionally the Casner ranch near Tesu last canvassing
senate October 8, 1897, to fill the vacyear, when Mr. Owen was
girl, tho state made Us case doubly que.
the right of George II. Van ancy caused by the death of Hon, J.
sure by the testimony of the young
Stone to a place on the state corpora Z. George on August 4, 1897; in Januman, recently apprehended, who was
tion commission.
Terrell Is suing to ary, 1898, elected by the legislature
with Otero at the time of the assault
clolect $2,500.
Mr. Owen, when the to fill out the unexpired term ending
and who became frightened and fled
:ase was called for trial, tendered Mr. March 3, 1899. Was renominated
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
by
the town when ait saw Otero clutch
Terrell the sum of $200 in court. the democratic primary, August 6
the, girl and drag her Into the weeds.
which he claims is the total amount 19ft3, to succeed himself for the term
The defendant's case was looked after
due Mr. Terrell. It Is expected beA'nning March 4, 1905, and endlns
yet
.fcauia Fe, N. M
Oct. 3- Governor the case
by an attorney appointed by the court,
will extend over tomorrow. MaJch 3, 1911,
Capital Stock,
but the defendant did not take the William C. McDonald Is expected hack
Though, he is not a lawyer, Mr. Owen
i me ciotte or uiai term tne im
from ftoswell Saturday.
stand In bis own behalf.
Is conducting his own case., Mr. Ter- paired state of bla heelth determined
Office with the San Miguel National Back
Game Warden lie Baca is expected
Otero appears to be of a very ordirell, on the other band, has the as- - him to retire from public life. Me
nary type. He gives his age as 10, home this evenfng from the Taos iwtance of Heveral fellow
attorneys. was succeeded by Hon. John. Sharp
although he appears to be 18. His country, Perhaps he will bring some
Win. G. Haydon
The grand Jury finished its work Williams, also one of the ablest of the
President
news
of the Indian deer killers.
past record has not been flawless. The
Saturday, reporting eight true bills, southern senators, as was Senator
W.
U.
Vice Presidenl
Kelly
State Secretary Lucero has returned most of them minor. One
little girl testified that she was slightImportant Money, his immediate predecessor.
D. T. Hoskins
ly under 14 years old at the time of from Taos where he witnessed the criminal case on the docket for this Senator
Treasurer
Money's standing 'n the senthe assault, A pathetic scene In court ceremonial dance and the games on term
pf court is that of Walter Caw-tho- ate was shown by the fact that he web
was the swooning of the mother and St. Ceronlmo Day. He says the festiInterest PaJd on Deposis
Indicted for' the murder of ai a member of many of the most Imt
the grief of the members of the de- vities were most interesting and that man named
Ebling, both of Grady, portant committees. Including finance
fendant's family on receiving the ver. they were attended by a larger audi Crady
precinct This will perhaps and foreign affairs. He was an able
diet. Public feeling In Socorro has ence this year than ever before.
a hard fought case as there is statesman and a widely read scholar
lj
ben Intense against the defendant.
Assistant Secretary of State Kanen considerable
feeling in the matter and was one of the most entertaining
He was remanded by the court ior has gone to Roswell on business.
among the friends of both men.
speakers in the senate. Soldier anl
sentence and his age Is the only thing
New Company.
statesman, he did his duty
lis counthat may save him from the limit of A new company has applied for adtry and passed to his reward
STOMACH
UPSET?
the law.
mission to New Mexico, It is the
SOUR? "CASCARETS"
Fauquier Company of Jersey City, N.
CHARGES BREACH OF PROM'SC
DOG POISONER WORKING
J., capitalized at "0,000 and Is in the
Bowels
Cause
SourSluggish
Gass,
3.
X.
estate
New
business.
Mexico
real
Oct.
The
Albuguerque, N. M., Oct. 3. The
Within
Albuquerque,
M,
ness and Food Fermentation
ae of Kafaela Lopez versus Abel
the Jaat 4H hours nine dogs have been office of the company is at Silver CHy
Perea, in which the plaintiff asks
killed by poison In Albuquerque, ac- with Arthur A. liurdette, the statutory
That awful sourness, belohlng of 110,000 because of alleged breach of
cording tx reports revived from the agent.
acid and foul gases; that pain In the promise, which has been in
"
Two Prisoners.
owners, inmt of the poisoning being
court for
of the stomach, the heartburn, more than two
done in the fourth ward. It Is
Deputy Sheriff ftoy g. Walter of pit
yars, was placed on
that all the polswning was done Eddy county brought two prisoners to nervousness, nausea, bloating after trial before Judge Raynolds In the disby the same person. A trail of deaa the city today. One is Ciemente Car- eating, feeling of fulness, dizziness trict court today. The defendant Is
and sick headache, means a disor- a son of the late Pedro
doga through a certain section of the denas, to serve 40 years in the peniPerea, former
dered
stomach, which cannot be regu. delegate In congress from New Mexnorth end Indicate that win one de- tentiary for murder and the other is
lated untij you remove the cause, it ico, Placed on the stand
liberately mapped out a death dealing Jesse Crawford, who goes to the retoday the
campaign for animals and sysfTnatle-I'all- form school at Springer. He Is charg- Isn't your stomach's fault. Your plaintiff related ber story, claiming
stomach is as good as any.
that Perea betrayed her and had recarried out the plan, Keveral ed with stealing a mule.
Because the advertiser has done
something to inspire confidence.
'
Try Cascarets; they immediately fused to comply with his promise to
of the dogs poisoned, yesterday and the
Goes to Yosemite,
He
has
not
the
cleanse
only explained
value and usefulness of his prod
and regulate the stomach, re- marry her.
District Forester Artbnr C. Iting-landay before were valuable anlmala and
net, but has put his personality and reputation behind
their owners Lav Indicated their
has gone to Yosemite national move the sour undigested and ferhis
statements.
to club together and offer a park to attend a session of the super- menting food and foul gaes; take the
Divorce Granted
excess bile from the liver and carry
Judge Uaynolds today rendered a
reward which will be lucefitlve enough visors of the national parks,
He can be trusted because his very business existence is
at ttake.
XT.
for some reason to give Information
8. Marshal
Hecundino Romero off the constipated waste matter and decree of divorce for the palintlff toHe believes in his goods to the extent of
whbh will result In the arrest of the has turned over to the Texas authori- poison from the intestines and bow- day in the case of William S. Clark
investing his capital nor
els. Then your stomacii trouble Is versus Eelle Clark.
only in making the goods right, but ta advertising, which
The Clarke were
dog poisoner. Ja nearly every cas ties T. C. Caveney,
charged with
A
ended.
Cascaret
will not prove permanently
married
will
in
wa
tonight
to jwison the smuggling arms into Mexico.
Williams, Ariz., November
strychnine
profitable if he fails to make
30, 1908. The decree was given on
straighten you out by morning a
dog and the defenseless animal all
Election of Mayordomos.
good secure repeat orders.
box from any drug store will the grounds of desertion.
difcd In aony, effort of veterinarian
Attorney General Frank W. Clancy
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade
In several cases falling to afford
name, but it
has addressed a letter to Manuel If. keep your stomach sweet; liver and
is the advertiser's guarantee of
bowels
for
month?.
forDon't
regular
Jia'.-of Adellno, N, M., as to the time
quality.
WIFE SLAYER TO HANG
Yoo are justified in being
of election of mayordomos of ace- get the children their little insides
suspicious of unadvertised goods
Montreal, Oct. 3. Apparently reneed a good, gentle cleansing, too.
RAfLROAD Y. M, C. A. MEETING
however much confidence the dealer or
quias in Valencia county. Mr. Clancy
conciled to bis fate, though with
manufacturer
CUcago, Oct
prefiid.fjfs) of say:
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to
left of the iron nerve that he dise.
dozen
talf
of the
spend
railroads j Prior to 1903 such elections clearly
P8ENCER AGENTS MEET.
money m telling others of their goodness.
or t country are scheduled to ad- - wfre to be held under the provisions' Denver, Colo., Oet. 2. The fortieth played throughout the trial, John Cum- mwiKs, the wife slayer, iawaitirz Uu-ithedr
fourteenth international of section 9 of the Compiled Laws annual convention of the American
.
It
....
.
to Buy
.j , ,
wneti
he will"ll
conferene
of the Railroad Young j of WA. That section provided that Association of PassTiger Agent as-- mount v,
the
scaffold
in
the
Montreal
M'sti't Christian association,
whUto j the officers of aceou.as should
semfoeq in mis city today and was Jail to pay the full
penalty of the law.
in Chicago today for a four j fct of three commissioners and one called to order by President Frank W. The crime
11
1
for
which
he is to be exe-Anf
ioo. In sedition to tb: mayordoroo, each of whom should be Conner. The attendance Included repeutftd waa Aomeiitted on .Vovember ' 1
"""
railroad
Im speaker will j the owner of an interest In the
1
resentative of the passenger depart- 21 last. Early in the
evening of that 2
Isj
J, A. J'cTjonald and Ceor.r; f pi!a or the water therein, and should ments of the principal railroads,
day Cummingg approached hi wif..
A. Wartwton of Toronto, Rev. James it elected
Man-K- .
on
the
first
steamboat lines and other transporta with whom, he had not been
annually
Jiving for jfl
fwtu&ti of Minneapolis, and fwjday of December, and should assume tion companies of the L'nifed Stated some
time, as she was walking in t!,' i
II
Wnm
Robinson
of McCormJrJt j tb (9rt!
of their office not later ! Canada and Mexico. At the conciu- - street with
a
young
man,
and
fired
Theological seminary.
fihUin M than tie first Mondar of the following
ion fit ihe,
two shots, kUline her almost instantCo'iJd, who ism si&A'; iMny
Jarxej January, In i'.ilZ by chapter 32 f the j convention next Katunlay the d!r ly. The evidence showed that Cum
J. c. liny, v, iLf.eM, Ala., says: "My Dually we gave tlra
tfits to tb Y, r. C. A., is to be U i laws of tbat year, this aertion waajtcat
Foley Kidner ,,iw
and their ladies will bejfio a mUiVM had Hen drikJng on the
T. J. Ray suffered with kidney Ulis. In twee days he could
,taer and Eel
day of father,
pass i.srJ ,-,
rn '
bthohot at tU) convcrition ba-- j amended to that the election bouhi : week of
amon; the
the murder, and that he bad previois-l- and bladder trouble bo bad be had to some water and on the fifth, no long-- j
'
use a catheter. Various kidney rem- er needed a catheter. He continued I
''"'be held on, the first Monday of fto- nic wonders of Colorado,
made tbreai against his wife.
edies were tried without result, aad w use Jroicy
1
print an th news.
Kidney Piiis ttEtil eo-- l
In

fellow-senator-
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13,000,000

WILL FREE
TO

BE NEEDED FOR

MICE
SICK XMMl

Thousand Have Been Helped
By Common Sense
Suggestions.

PARCELS POST

AUXILIARY
SERVICE
POSTAL
Women suffering from any form of feWILL HANDLE LARGE
male ills are invited to communicate
OF BUSINESS
promptly with the woman 's private correspondence department of the Lydia E.
. Washington, Oct.
auxiliary Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass.
postal service, not necessarily under Your letter will be opened, read and
strict civil swvice rules but under answered by a woman and held in strict
complete control of the government, confidence. A woman can freely talk of
will be established to take charge of her private illness to a woman; thus has
correthe anticipated' large volume of par- been established a confidential
spondence which has extended over
cels post business in large cities
many years and which has never been
This Is one of the problems wits broken. Never,have they published a
which the postmasters of the fiv8 testimonial or used a letter without the
consent of the writer, and never
largest cities of the country New written
has the Company allowed these confidenYork, Chicago, Philadelphia, St. Lquis tial
letters to get out of their possession,
and. Boston have been wrestling at as the hundreds
of thousands of them in
their many conferences with postof- their files will attest
fice department officials here this
Out of the vast volume of experience
week.
which they have to draw from, it is more
The expectation of the postmasters than possible that they possess the very
is that retail merchants will very knowledge needed in your case. Nothis asked in return except your good
largely patronize the parcels post for ing and
their advice has helped thou
will,
local delivery because of the cheap sands.
Surely any
rates
In
the
postpostage
provided
woman, rich or poor,
office appropriation act. For city de- should be glad to
livery the rate will be five cents foi take advantage of
the first pound and one cent for each this generous offer
Adadditional pound up to 11 pounds. of assistance. Pink-hadress Lydia E.
That this low rate will appeal very
Medicine Co.,
strongly to retail merchants is defin (confidential) Lynn,
J.VDTA E PINKHAM
itely known.
The establishment of an auxiliary
woman
Every
ought to have
service will necessitate the extenE. 'Pinkham's
VOL-UM-

E

'

territory that wil soon have railroad
connection with the outside world via
Dodge City.
The new town that will be the terminus of the road has not yet been
named. Mr Morse remarked they had
stopped naming towns since their experience with Satanta. The officials
were scored
unmercifully for their
selection of the nnme of the bloody
Indian chieftain.
Kanokla has been suggested, a comBIG
WILL OCCUR
CONVENTON
bination of the names of the two
IN CHICAGO NEXT
states. There is another town on the
WEEK
line that has not yet been named.
The electric railway industry is onlj These are the only towns on the pro23 years old, and many of the men pGRed line without names, and It is
whe were pioneers in the field at probable that a selection will, be made
Etill active and at the head of their by the time the rails are laid to them.
The three miles right of way in
branches
of the business.
j special
These men, as well as several thou Grant county have been condemned by
sand of the younger generation will the county commissioners. The right
itttentl the convention and exhibition of way Is now secured to a, point two
of the American Electric Railway as- miles into Stevens county, The comsociation, which is to be held in Chi- missioners of that county are to meet
S and the remainder of the
cago, during the week ibeginning Mon- - October
w
"
7.
most
uiuanoma line wm De
and
The largest
day, October
gathering of railway men j demned at that time. Mr. 'Morse said
ever held in this country is anticl-- ' there was little doubt about getting
the Tight of way and the graders will
.
pated.
soon
be at work on it.
of
26
use
the
years ago
Although

ELECTRIC
TO

(THREE

i

ROADS

11017 A SEA COOK

A

BECAME BABOON

HOLD

WONDERFUL
YARN IS SPUN
THE CREW OF THE SHIP

BY

0

'

MIDAR

Heres a yarn for your whiskers,
mate. Believe it or not, but all the
officers of the British tramp Midar,
which a few days ago was lying over
E!2
in South! Brooklyn, are willing to take
oath as to its truthfulness, says the
New York World. They declare that
the strange events as related by Sec
LOOK FOR THIS SIGN ON LEADING GARAGES
ond Mate Drownlee, acting as spokes'
man for the irest, are Just as they
happened.
"We had a cook," began the second
mate, "I say 'had', for he is not with
ua now. But this here cookie, who was
You cannot know what a
a Hindu, was the best cook we ever
had. It took us some time to get used
k
good tire is until you try a
to nis coutnenance, for never did a
electricity as a motive power for railIs
Coal
Serious
now
are
Shortage
man wear such a mask for a face as
Michelin properly inflated
way work was unknown, there
c
The Black Diamond of Chicago,
in the United States alone 1,300 elec- that Hindu boy. And it was because
ficlal organ of the coal trade, in Its of
this face of hlsn' that brought about
railways, carrying more than ten
billions of Daseengers in a year. They .issue of Saturday said:
this strange adventure.
1
"From all parts of the coal field,
own and operate 42,000 miles of track
"We touched in at Zanzibar, on the
and 90,000 cars; they employ 250,000 from Denver in the west, to New York West African coast, and the cook and
Rich.
n
find Boston in the east, from
persons; their capitalization is five'
of the Lascar crew went ashore
three
East Las Vegas, N. M.
dollars; their gross annual ville to Detroit, come exactly the same in search of some herbs that they use
No
tremendous
op-cars,
reports:
j
They
earnings are $500,000,000.
for making medicines for themselves.
street, elevated, underground, niand, and prices that are most
the day wore "along and no sign
Well,
Interurban . and partly factory. . With some local variations of the cook and the Lascars.
they are alt he same, and are of a
electrified steam railways.
"The old man finally got worried
Lydia
lnd that carry with them a mixed
members
are
which
The
companies
ware
about not having a cook and told me
and
sion of terminal facilities
Text Book. It is not a book for of"
of satisfaction and despair. The
the American Electric Railway
to take a couple of men and go find
house rooms to handle package bust general distribution, as it is too
1,059 FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR
li ilroads have not cars enough, en30,000
and
own
sociation
operate
is
free
and
It
cookie.
We started out toward the
will
be
only
expensive. expensive.
ness, all of which
gines enough, track enough, anything
It has been decided that, if congress obtainable by mail. Write for miles of the above mentioned track
jungle, thinking that the cook and the
enough, they are buried out of sight
more
it
cars.
today.
and
73,000
carry
They
of
the 'par
desires the establishment
Lascars, having got tired picking
than seven and a half billions of pas- under a volume of just the business herbs, curled up and went to sleep.
cels post upon anything like an ade
We
are
for.
with
recall,
hungry
two hun- they
Just as we arrived on the edge of the
quate basis, In order that it may be use in the new system. As the par- sengers annually and have
interest, Harrlman's statement that
jungle we seen the two Lascars who
given a fair trial throughout the coun cels plan must be ready for operation dred thousand employes.
Besides
holding five billions were needed to put the had accompanied the cook
the companies
try an emergency appropriation of $3,- on January 1 all possible speed is berunning
which railroads in shape; Hill's statement toward us with their
000,000 or more must be made at the ing made in completing the maps. It membership in the association,
eyoballs sticking
bilwill
five
that
not
take
but
it
eight
out of their heads.
December session. The postoffice ap is expected that they will be in the is a voluntary body, the other mem- lions to
bring transportation facilities
of deheads
are
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officers,
railway
$750,000,
hands
act
of
in
only
sufficient
provided
postmasters
propriation
"The Lascars were so much out of
Imto'
business
the
demands
of
the
up
and other employes, as
I f
breath from their run that they
Postmaster Morgan of New York is time to enable them to familiarize partments
we
mediate
now
It
future.
But
have
men
associated
well as many other
five
confident his office will be able to ;i:emselves with the method of calcucouldn't
talk
for
and
then
minutes,
a11 lts rawness, not a
in
a
theory but
with the great industry of electric
handle any volume of parcels post lating rates for the new system.
condition, the railroads are not on the they sobblngly told us the tale of the
traction.
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beinsure
absolute
accuracy
business that may develop. The other
Ille Pennsylvania ranroaas are kidnaping of cookie. It seems as how
Among the purposes of the associa-- ' Joutwo
the
cook
and
the
were
Lascars
postmasters called into conference are cause the slightest error on a map tion
is the standardization of railway delivering about 50 per cent of the
about for herbs when they
equally sanguine. All of them find might make considerable difference
and equipment, the dissemi-- : mand- - the Hocking roads about 65 per searching
Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
the parcels post a gigantic problem, in postage rates the base map has
heard a loud" chattering about them,
cent
field
the
is
Indiana,
particularly
to
of
Information
useful
nation
railway
been
to
made
one
similar
the
all
not
at
prepar
but they declare they are
show you.
a a week and when they looked up they saw
men in the discharge of their duties. hard hlt and a C0UPle of
doubtful of its successful operation. ed iby the United States Coast and
about 40, baboons sitting In a row and
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almo8t
some
for
limit
working
s
un-'iof a better
It is believed that the larger cities Geodetic, Survey, and pronounced by and the bringing about
lts WS operations. In Illinois the watching them.
cor-io- f
Las Vegas Automobile
will feel it most because of the local experts to be flawless. Geographical derstanding between the railway
"The baboons were particularly in
Machine'. Co.Franklin
county field is having a rea-- ,
view
boundaries, names of states and unit nnmtions and th nnhiic. With
in
And
cookie.
I
terested
delivery feature.
say
might
to
its
to carrying on the latter branch of the sonably good production, owing
Brooklyn will feel the parcels post numbers will be printed in black,
luck in having the Burlington as its right here that cookie was the nearest
Phjne Main 44.
Whalen, & Fooler Prbps
work, several officers of the associazone
while
number
the
circles
of
and
in
more than New York
the opinion
carrier.
Other sections are notlin as approach to a baboon in human form
headed
President
McCarter,
tion,
by
In
j
red.
I
some officials, because Brooklyn is es- will appear
was
beheld.
He
ever
that
have
that
happy a frame of tnrind."
The copper plates from which who is also president of the public
sential a residential city. Merchants
miesing link Darwin was looking for.
New
of
service
corporation
Jersey,
who maintain their own delivery sys- these maps will be printed will be
The baboons did not pay much attenof
all
Taxes
Pay
mim fc.iwwhii.i
United
a
journey through the
i
tem will patronize the parcels post safeguarded with the same care as made
Tacoma, Wash., Oct. 3. The slate tion to the two Lascars.
States
last
15,001
spring,
covering
are
the plates used for money and
wherever it will prove ecomonical.
leadeir
of
the
the
baboons
"Suddenly
board
of equalization announces the
miles, traversing 35 states, visiting
This. Is expected to mean that they postage stamps.
value of railroads in Washington ran over and took hold of codkie and
:ttal
32 cities, and adressing
lmportant
win turn over to Uncle Sam most of
Iis S342.515.533. and assessed value is began to yammer away a baboon linin each place.
All the other baboons came over
the long haul business to distant sub- PELLAGRA CONFERENCE
MEETS meetings
In connection with the forthcoming $135,522,077, the average state valua go
to
urbs.
cookie
and completely surrounded
Columbia, S. C, Oct. 3. Many medbetiou
used
assessment
for
purposes
him. They paid no attention' whatMen's suits could be delivered via ical men of International prominence convention in Chicago, there will, be ing 42.41
valuation
cent
Total
per
the parcels post for a rate of approxi- were present here today at the open- the largest and most interesting ex- shows an Increase of $4,250,000 over ever to the two Lascars. When the
hibition of electric railway equipment
mately 12 cents while the rate on a ing of the second triennial confer
will pay slightly Lascars tried to rescue cookie the baof all kinds that has last year. Railroads
and
over
pair of shoes in a stout cardboard box ence of the National Association for ever apparatus
of all taxes. The boons went after them like fury. Then
been held; an exhibition that will
would be about 6 cents anywhere the Study of Pellagra. The initial
those baboons started into the jungle
"
attract
a good deal of public attention. state's assessed valuation slightly ex- with the cook. They
within a radius of 73 miles. Innumer- session was held this morning in the
he was
thought
ceeds a billion dollars. Tax rate of
is
expected that at least five thou 5.7!)
able articles of a less bulky character assembly hall of the South Carolina It
mills will yield nearly $6,000,000, one of their own kind, and the more
would also naturally go through the slate asylum for the Insane. Dr. J. sand persons will attend the conven- iThe Northern Pacific is valued at he howled in protest' the more they
To Isa
tion. They will come from every state
N. f.7.
W. Babcock, superintendent
of the
parcels post,,.
its assessed valuation were certain he was a baboon. The
$126,165,337,
in
Union
the
followed
Lascars
One of the problems of the parcels asylum and president of the associaas
as
far
dared
they
The Great North
being $50,248,607.
The Santa Fe will sell round trip tickets for one Fare Las
post law is the provision which auth- tion, occupied the chair. During the
ern comes next with $69,823,415, and and then came running back to inYards
Santa
Fe
Wichita
at
to Albuquerque, five dollars and thirty cents
Vegas
form
the
orizes a C. O. D. business. It has not day papers or addresses dealing with
ship.
assessed value of $27,045,594. Other
Wichita, Kan., Oct. 3. An appro'
been finally worked out That it will the prevalence'and geographic dis"Well, the old man had told me to
actual and assessed values are: Chi
of $300,000 has been made by
bring the postal service into active tribution of pellagra and (possible fac- priation
Milwaukee & Puget Sound, $37,' go and get the cook, so there was no
Fe railroad for a round- cago,
Santa
the
with
tors
and effective competition
in the causation of the disease
express
238,491, assessed at $14,935,833; Idaho thing td it but rescue him from his
Sale begins October 5th., ends October 12th. Final return
companies is conceded. It is also con- were presented by Dr. J. F. Siler, of house, railway shops, .laborers' homes and Washington, Northern, actual brethren. Me and the Lascars began
ceded that the C. O. D. provision will the medical corps of the United States and trackage In new yards to be bulf $3,8S5,585,
limit October 14th.
assessed at $1,577,848; to yell for cookie and beat about in
make a lot of expensive work for the army; Dr. P. E. Garrison, assistant by the railroad company in Wichita
Railroad and Nav the jungle and look into the trees, but
this fall. They will foe located east
postal service. While merchants in surgeon United States navy; Dr. J.
actual $46,646,517, assessed at no sign of the kidnaped lad did we
igation,
the larger cities will use the parcels W. McNeal, of New .York City, Dr. of the Santa Fe tracks and north of $19,832,684;
Spokane Portland and find. It finally got too dark and we
street.
post for delivery purposes, It proba- R. M. Grimm, assistant surgeon of the Twenty-fiftSeattle (North Ban?), actual $43,367,- - had to give up the hunt for the night
The proposed yards will occupy
and return for the ship.
bly will be necessary, to maintain an United States public health and ma550, assessed at $15,738,777.
40 acres, 34 acres of which
"
nearly
e
merchant
account
with every
rine hospital service; Dr. H. H.
"The next morning we started out a
open
have been purchased by the road. F.
.who does a considerable business of
big party to find cookie. Into the junhospital service; Dr. H. H. Ha-E. Bartlett, right of way man for the
4
this kind.
Beall of the Texas state board
of
five miles, yellCARDUI WORKED
gle we went
9
Postmastert-Generail
Hitchcock has health, and Allan H. Jennings, of the Santa Fe, this week secured contracts
ing our lungs out. Finally far in the
27 acres along the east side ot
for
of
125,000
authorized the preparation
bureau of entomology of the United
distance we heard,an answering shout
CHARM and knew that
the Santa Fe right of way between
we were nearing the
special maps of the United States for States department of agriculture.
Twenty-fift- h
street and the American
kidnaped one. Finally we came into
Warehouse company's property. He is After
Operation Failed to Help, a clearing in the Jungle and there in
in Joplin, Mo., today contracting for
the center of an admiring circle of
Cardui
Worked Like a Charm.
FOR DANDRUFF, FALLING HAIR OR
the purchase of 18 acres north of
baboons sat cookie. In front of him
Twenty-fiftstreet, which are owned
Jonesvllle, S. C "I suffered will was a pile of nuts and fruit that those
by Samuel Goldstein, formerly of this
womanly
writes Mrs. J. S baboons had gathered and brought beITCHY SCALP--2- 5
CENT "DANDERINE" city,
'now of Joplin. Four acre3 be- Kendrick, trouble,"
In a letter, from this place, rora mm, uooKie was a sort of a
longing to A. H. Ottaway and four "and at times, I could not bear to stand king! baboon.
acres belonging to R M. Piatt along on my feet The doctor said I would
"Those baboons , were not in the
SAVE YOUR HAIR! DANDERINE DESTROYS DANDRUFF AND STOPS the tracks have been contracted for. never
be any better, and that I would least put out at our appearance. They spoiled him sure. He felt of great with grain when weather is
FALLING HAIR AT ONCE GROWS HAIR, WE PROVE IT.
disagreehave to have an operation, or I would seemed to have the utmost confidence Importance and the old man decided able and the railroads
are now more
Oklahoma Line the Limit
have a cancer.
in cookie, for when they spied us they he would get another cook at the first nearly able to supply the demand
than
If you care for ueavy hair, that roots famish, loosen and die; then
I went to the hospital, and they oper began to yammer at cookie as
Dodge City, Kan., Oct. 3. Accordthough port we made. Well, we put In up the a week ago.
the
hair
falls
out
fast.
Is
and
with
radiant
of
C.
to
A.
ated
on
chief
beauty
Morse,
glistens
ing
me, but I got no better. They telling him to chase us away.- And coaet a bit and that very night cookie
engineer
The demand for coal cars from the
If your hair has been neglected the Santa Fe system,
with life; has an incomparable softnothing will bg said medicines would do me no good, the funny part of it all was that cookie went over to the side and disappear- east is heavy and cars suitable
for that
and is thin, faded, dry, scraggy oi done Immediately about
extending the and I thought I would have to die.
was enjoying himself. Never had he ed. He never showed up again and service are being rushed to
ness and is fluffy and lustrous you too
the
east
don't
25
a
At last I tried Cardui, and began to been so
oily,
hesitate, but get
Colmort cutoff beyond the Oklahoma
royally treated In his life. In we didn't make any effort to find The northern roads are demanding
must use Danderine, because noth'ng cent bottle of Knowlton's Danderine line.
Improve, bo I continued using It Now, fact, that cook wanted to
stay with him. We have come to the conclu- cars for the grain and potato trade.
else accomplishes so much for the at any drug store or toilet counter;
The road will terminate at the new I am well, and can do my own work, the baboons. He had found that
they sion that cookie went hack to the Just now the Burlington Is delivering
hair.
apply a little as directed and ten town in the' southeast corner of Nor I don't feel any pains.
would- - not hurt him and the baboon baboons.
If he didn't where did he about one hundred cars a
Cardui worked like a charm."
Just one application of Knowlton's minutes after you will say this was ton county, aocordlng to Chief Enday to the
life sort of appealed to him. We had go on that
African Great Northern at Sioux
double
will
'no
There
City, and the
must be merit In this purely
Danderine
beauty of the best investment you ever made. gineer Morse, for the present.
to sail Into those baboons right smart coast?"
greater number of these cars Is being
We sincerely believe, regardless of
your hair, besides it immediately
When asked when the road would vegetable, tonle remedy, for women
before they would budge an Inch and
taken to the grain districts of the DaCardui
for
It
has
been
in
of
successful
dissolves every particle
dandruff; everything else advertised that if you be completed to Colmor, he said that
CAR SHORTAGE IN NEBRASKA,
got cookie by the back of the neck
kota. The demand for potato cars
you cannot have nice, heavy, healthy desire soft, lustrous, beautiful hair there was no prospect that It would use for more than 50 years, for the
and started back for the ship.
Lincoln, Neb., Oct. 3. Wet weather from the Red river district of Minneihair if you have dandruff. This
and lots of it no dandruff no itch- be done any time soon, not for several treatment of womanly weakness and
"It was not long before all the offi Is a help to the car situation in Ne- sota is a pressing one, but the demand
disease.
scurf robs .the hair of its ing scalp and no more falling hair years.
cers on the ship were wishing that braska. It lessens the demand, for cannot foe supplied and
Please try it, for your troubles.
reports are
strength and Its very 1J. e, and If not you must use Knowltor's Danderine.
"The road was built to develop
we had left the cook with his baboons. gain cads, because farmers are not that many thousands of
N. B. Write to; Ladles' Advisory Dept. Owrti.
bushels will
overcome it produce" a feverlshness If eventually
why not now. A 25 southwestern Kansas," was the state- nooia Mtdiclna Co.. Chattanooga, Term., for Special He got so he didn't care how he cookand
rushing their grain to the elevators. be lost 'because of Inadequate trani
book, "Horn TraatnD)
and itching f thoe scalp; the hair cent bottle will truly r.maze you,
ment. Settlers are crowding Into the Jmtrucliotu),
br Women," Mat in plain wrappw, oo rxjuut.
ed any more. Those baboons
had The primary markets are not flooded portation facilities.
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KEEP THE TOWN CLEAN.
UPPER PENINSULA TEACHERS.
Had he received
Since the general clean up ot last
Iron Mountain, Mich, Oct.
the republican nomination for a third
Mountain is entertaining for two days
spring, which cost the city about
term It is improbable that he would
ESTABLISHED 1S79
Las Vegas has been particularly a small army of public school teach
have espoused any ot .these uplift
free from contagious disease of every ers in attendance on the annual contheories which now constitute his soAT
Pubilsed By
description and in the past six months vention of the Upper Peninsula Kduca-tioncialistic platform. When in rage and
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
not one dangerous ease has been reassociation. President W. D.
to
defeat Taft
humiliation he deckled
ported. Now that winter time la com- Hill, of Crystal Falls, prealui at the
at any cost,' it was necessary to go
(Incorporated)
ing on all residents and property own- first of the general sessions today.
Into new fields. He could not beat
ers in Las Vegas are urged to keep
own game. Thereat
the
lattor's
Taft
EDITOR
M. M. PADGETT
up the good work which was started
fore his only hope lay in a political
revolution which would arouse such THOSE WHO CANNOT TAKE REG last spring and carried on throughout
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
the summer. In Raton an enterprising
ULAR WORK MAY ENTER
hatred and bitterness as to split the
Kansas City, Oct, 3. Cattle, re
teamster has several teams at work ceipts 5,000, including 2,000 southerns.
SPECIAL COURSES
country wide open',' That is' what he
every week hauling away garbage, Market steady to weak. Native steers
has been trying' to do ever since he
and rubbish of every description $5. 25 10. 30; southern steers $4.50
to
ashes
bulldoze
the
failed
New
Mexico
Normal
Univer
The
republican
party
Entered at the postoffice at East
him for a third term. sity has but one purpose to serve and for. this service each household- 6; southern cows and, heifers $3.25
into
nominating
transmisLas Vegas, New Mexico, for
o
the people. The president and the er pays the teamster a small sum ev- 5.25; native cows and heifers $3.25
sion through the United States mails
4'
feel that they can serve more ery week. If every householder in $8.25; stackers and feeders $4.50
faculty
as socoud class matter.
than the student body and are or- Las Vegas would make arrangements 7.25; bulls $45.25; calves $59.50;
...s
ganizing classes in which people of with some local teamster to haul away western steers $58.50; western cows
f THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
the city may be interested. The tui- all rubbish during the coming winter ?3.506.15.
Carrier:
Daily, by
4'
tions charged are to be nominal and Las Vegas next spring would look as Hogs, receipts 5,000. Market 10
f
Per Copy
....'..$ .05
This Fine
a burden to no one. The following clean as It does now and the number cents' higher. Bulk of sales $8.50
the
Vriofiof
"Progressives")
(The
IB
;
One Week
courses should be of interest to a large of cases of sickness undoubtedly woula
i
35; heavy $8.508.80; packers and
.65
Myers Duke s
One Month
be greatly lessened. Las Vegas is butchers $8. 50 8. 90; lights $8.
number of people:
My country 'tis of thee,
AH
of men smoke Duke'f Mixture In ill kin!
Vinds
7.50
One Year
The president is teaching a class one of the healthiest cities in the 8.85; pigs $67.
Sweet land of mostly Me,
nd they nil tell the same
1
I
MwellMindffftrette,
Mail
ofpipei
,
Dally by
lu sociology, which meets on Thurs United States in whlcn to live'.' Each
"Of Me,1 fyeil.
tobacco taste of
natural
10,000.
Market
Sheep,
!
Kl
receipts
like
the
genuine,
16.00
etory. Thej
One Year
M
citizen should take personal priue 'In steady to weak. Muttons $34; lambs
4:15 o'clock.
This
at
All rule belongs to Me,
day
evenings
3.00
Six Months
his
share
toward making ias $5.506.50; range wethers and yearclass takes up the fundamental prin- doing
Perkins Bill FJinn and Me,
.
Qrl. ,ro,".t(-- 7
ciples of sociology and makes excur Vegas the cleanest town in New Mexi lings $3.504.50; range ewes $2.25
sions into the various fields of ap co.
3.75.
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
iUO on H
I aom the Chiefy Bull Moose,
plied sociology.
GROWER
The special class in English conBulwark, of , Liberty,
$2.00
,
MEMORIAL FOR PERKINS.
One Year
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
ducted
Of
I
1.00
Me,
sing
Colorado Springs, Colo., Oct. 3.
by Dean Frank Carroon meets
Blx Months'
Chicago, Oct. 3. Owing to the more
at 4:15 o'clock on Monday evenings. Mayor Avery, members ot the city
Land where My 'fathers died,
peaceful outlook in the Balkans, wheat
This work will he of interest to every council and park commission, togeth
1 i
I anrthy Joy and Pride,
prices today slid down. Fine weath(Cash in Advance for Mail Subscripcultured and reading person in the er with about 200 .leading citizens of er
From every mountain Bide,
throughout the American northwest
Choice bright leaf aged to mellow mildness, carefully stemmed
tions)
Let My name ring.
city of Las Vegas. In general, the Colorado Springs, today dedicated a had a tendency also to aid the hears.
'
'
and
then granulated every grain pure, high rrade tobacco
Remit by 'draft, check or money
work will cover this field: modern bronze memorial tablet to the memory
herle
was limited.
demand
what you get In the Liggett & Myers Du to's Mixture sack
Buying
that's
rder. H sent otherwise we will not
fiction and the essay. There will be of the late Charles Elliott Perkins,
Let music swell the breeze,
You
get one tfttd a half ounces of this put mild, delightful
were
lower.
Opening
be responsible for loss.
a rapid survey of European and Am' donor of the Garden of the ,Gods to December prices
And sing My Policies,
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.
at
90& to
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get a book of papers free
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tion.
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.
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I love that' Job of Bill's, ;
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other valuable and useful articles. These presents cost
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,
ferent types of literature. Poetry, the
In Washington.
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$18.95 for pork; $10.80 to $10. 82
IN FREIGHT WRECK There are
Premium
Dept.
already 14 persons register nental divide, declared a public high for lard and $14.05 for ribs. The
more may be way. The road in dispute, not more
work.
Six
ed
this
for
K OOSEVELT'S REFORM
were:
than five miles lonf, is fhe only road. closing quotations for the day
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St. Louis,
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AMARILLO.
''1 do not wonder that the leader
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.,,11 !!
Oats,
May 34.
estate has refused to permit its
has attracted & large numWhitaker,
of the third party thinks that the
Pork, Oct. $16.65.
nurnarti,
'
ber
pupils. The classes are con use for logging purposes.
,f
trusts are inevitable," said Governor Amarillo Oct. 3. Four trainmen ductedof In
til iiiiiii
Lard, Oct $11.32.
one
two
sections
meeting
Wilson in Boston the other day. "He were injured, two seriously, today in
Ribs, Oct. $10.60.
the regular school hours in the
never found any , way of checking a wreck on the Fort Worth and Den- during
afternoon and the other meeting at 7 DQiiiNGUEZWEDFOu
ver
at
ten
miles
south
a
railroad
point
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
them, and h9 thought It was Inevito'clock on Monday, Tuesday, Thurs
imNew York, Oct. 3. Decided
able that the Steel Corporation should of there. The injured :
and
of
week.
There
each
Friday
best prices of he present movement. lists but recessions did not carry far.
Hugginsl conductor, Ama-rill- day
in
the
InternaPRESIDENT
provement
buy the Tennessee Coal and Iron Thomas
MEXICO
European
(II
is room for a few more students, if
Bonds were firm. Activity abated A few of the manipulated specialties
to
tional
situation
and
time
and
that
the
company,
chief executive
shading
apply at once, which will be bet
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Helen 'Gould In a Wreck.
made up a very large part of the fell two points under yesterday's close United States Steel
most of that time he had a solid
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"The Madero government has been a
This club has been formed after
the trusts. Indeed he was closely jured and, several,.,, others seriously the style of the School Masters' clubs total failure," said Dominguez. "Where
Identified with them and it was his hurt in a pollislon of a West Snore of Colorado and California. Its mem- Diaz gave us a dynasty, Madero has
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A Street Car Smash.
acanti-trufrom each of these gentlemen
jRoosevelt had the same
3.
One passenger
Pittsburg, Oct.
memberAmericans Are Rescued.
law under which Taft is prosecuting was
killed and 55 others Injured today cepting the invitation. The
Mexico City, Oct. 3. Three Amerithe trusts. It is not enough to say in the wreck of a street car, whose ship is as follows:
that this law is not ladequate or tnat brakes cavo way as It was running Charter Alvin N. White, M. H. can citizens were rescued by rural
the trusts are not being put out of down Greenfield avenue hill. Afte Brasher, W. B. McFarland, Frank Car- guards today from the rebels Just as
roon, Rupert F. Asplund, John Milne, they were being compelled, at the muzbusiness. At least President Taft is
going eight. blockB the car left the
taking advantage of such means as rails and struck a. telephone pole. Tpe Frank H. H. Roberts, J. V. Clark W. zles of rifles, to write letters to
he finds at hand to do his sworn duty. scores of men and women passengers A. Poore. Elected J. B. Taylor, C. C. friends in the capital asking for monFOH WOMEN
He is enforcing the Sherman iaw, and were tossed into a crushed and bleed- Hill, J. H. Wagner, W. E. Garrison, ey for their ransom. The men were
F0R1YS AND GIRLS
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if it does not accomplish all that could ing heap. The more seriously injured Filadelfo Baca, Rufusi Meade, Antonio A. B. Skelen, L, J. Slattery'and C.
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Francisco Trujillo of Mora was a
visitor in town today.
Mra. Pearl Scott haa begun working
at the Baily Curio store.
;
Representative Bias Sanchez, left
this afternoon for his home in Wagon

full Line of

DOROTHY DODD
Shoes For Women

In all the new Fall and Winter Styles including the latest
Models and newest Leather
and Fabric Combinations.
We

are also sole agents
(or the celebrated
MUNS1NG UNDERWEAR

Hoffman

&

Graubart

THE POPULAR PRICE STORE
Asea

for tbt New Idn 10c Pilum$
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LAST NIGHT ON DETROIT
SAYS BOS
ELKS' ALLEYS THEY
TONS HAVE THE BEST
SCORE 2,203.
CHANCE.

home is in Ararrived in Las Vegas this

The Kelly team cut looBe last even
Sidney Smith is reported to be quite
ill and is confined to his room at La ing during the bowling contest at the
Elks' club and handed the Lyon team
Ponsicu hotel.
,
E. E. Johnson, the land man, return- the worst defeat of the season. The
ed last evening from a several days' total number of p'ns made by the Kei- ly team for the three games was
trip to Kansas.
F. C. Fox, J. M. Kurn and F L. My 203, which is the Highest team score
ers left this morning for Trinidad on made on the Elks' alleys thus far this
season. The Lyon team scored a toa special train.
Mrs. L. J. Thornhill returned this tal of 1,832 pins and although beaten
afternoon from a tour weeks' visit at oy ill pins, roiled a good game
throughout despite the fact that sevSouth Bend, Ihd.
Rev. Father A. Rabeyrolle Is ex eral of the usually steady bowlers on
pected to return today from a several the team "blew" at times theretiy letting the Kelly team increase its lead.
days visit at Chaperito.
Manuel Goke and W. R. Tltlow, Dr. Losey was high man for the evenbest game of the sea
prominent ranchmen of Sapello, were ing, rolling
son and had
a total for the three
"
visitors in town today.
547 pins. E. E. Johnson was
Joseph L. Matt, a miner, who is well games of
known In Lasr "Vegas, was a visitor in second with a total of 491 pins. The
Kelly team average for the 'three
town yesterday and today.
was 147 pins per man, while
Max Nordhaus arrived this after games
team averaged 122 pins per
the
Lyon
noon from Albuquerque and will be in
man. The total score of each bowler
town on business for several days.
for the. three games is as follows:
r
Elmer Adler, representing the
Kelly team Dr. C. S. Losey, 547;
Clothing company of Rochester, M.
Henriquez, 427; E. E. Johnson. 491;
N. Y., was in town today visiting the C. H.
Bally, 32S; Bert Kelly,. 4U0.
..
trade.
Lypn team F. M. Lyon, 371;: Harry
Simon Baoharach left this after
Martin, 357; Lnjan, 337; C. T. Farley,
noon for ' the Red River district and 393; L. C.
Witten, 374.
will be out o'f town ten days on a
sheeip collecting trip.
Margarito Romero was a visitor in
Felipe Lopez, deputy sheriff, came Las Vegas yesterday and tooay,.
in from Trinidad this, afternoon bringto El Porvenir this afternoon
ing wfth him '. the' vfcrsatile "Doctor" with Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Gross, who
G. S. Montoya, who is wanted here for
arrived today from their home in St.
embezzlement.
Louis. Mr. and l.rs. Gross are well
Julius Krause, who has been on a known in Las Vegas as they were fortwo weeks' vacation in Denver, returnmerly residents in the Meadow City.
ed to town this afternoon. Mr. Mr, Gross is vice
president of Gross,
Krause states that he "sure had a good Kelly and Company.
time while1 on his vacation.
Mrs. William Hahn and her son, of
Mrs. Glassford,
wife of Colonel Roberts, 111., arrived in Las Vegas
Glassford,? of fleer in the Philippine last evening and will remain here
service, left yesterday for Washington, throughout the winter.
D. C.' Mrs. Glassfora has been visitDr. H. M. Smith, who has been on
a several days' trip to Santa Rosa and
ing her mother, Mrs. S. B. Davis.
Albuquerque, returned to Las Vegas
F." M. Gaib fifth, clerk for the Wells,
Fargo and Ccfripany express at Rt this afternoon.
Howell Earnest, secretary of the
ton, arrived, in Las Vegas last evening
Commercial club, is a visto, assist Agent Bert Kelly during Clayton
Mr. Earnest Is
in
Las
itor
Vegas.
S.
Williams.
C.
of
Cashier
the serine
.
state traveling auditor.
'
Miss1 E.! valz, who has hjen spendMrs. Morris Back, Mrs. H. Roberts
ing -- the. summer at Harvey's ranch, and Mrs. P.
Steinfeldt, all of Mora,
came to town yesterday and will recame to town today and will remain
main In town until tomorrow when
here until tomorrow.
she will leave for her home in El
Ad-le-

.
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the regular
Tomorrow
evening
W. M. Smith left tiiis afternoon for
In Temple Montefiore will oc
services
where
his home in Batesviile, Miss.,
cur. The trustees request tnat an
he will Visit for two weeks. From
members of the congregation he pres
to
El
Paso
his home Mr. Smith will go
ent at the temple at 8 o'clock. , .."
and plans to spend the winter in the
Gate City.
The regular meeting of Chapman
E. L. Blinn arrived this morning
No. . 2, A: F. and A. M., will
Lodge
em
from Denver. Mr. Blinn has been
be
held
this evening at 7:30 o'clock;
ployed by E. Rosenwald and Son and work in the M. M. degree. Visiting
dewill take charge of the dry goods
brothers are welcome.
partment filling the position formerly
held by F. L. Perry.
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Anderson, who for
1
the past two weeks have been the
S. Kenes- R.
Mrs.
and
of
Mr.
guests

uuuuLJLXimDDamia

Sworn to and subscribed before me
trick, left this afternoon
this 1st day of October, 1912.
and from there they, will
GRACE WHITE,
(Seal)
home in South Bend, Ind.
Notary Public.
Mr. and Mrs. Clark M.
1914
My commission expires March 15,
last Vegas this afternoon.
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25c
Fire Shovels, 6c, 10c, 15c
15c
.'.
Stove Pipe, a joint
5c
coil
a
Wire,
Stove Pipe
15c
Stove Dampers, each
10c
lrninwft anv size, each
..
.$1.00
75c
60c,
Stove boards, 40c, 50c,
.
Sheet Iron Heating Stoves. . . .V.fl.25
. .... . . .'.o.uu
Laundry Stoves ...
550
d.i Fntfon Blankets
6c
10- - 4 Cotton Blankets
95c
11- - 4 Cotton Blankets
;
k.i mmhed Sheeting
22c
-4
Bleached Sheeting
2ic
10- - 4 Bleached Sheeting
12c
Cases
Pillow
Bleached
69c
81x90 No Seam Sheets
10c
Bars
Towel
Metal
3 arm
25c
16 inch Coal ollds
Irons,
Sad
Electric
$5.00
$3.75 for
or colored
Table Oil Cloth, white
20c
yard
9-

for Denver
go to their
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ICEZIAH
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Moore left
Mrs. Moore
has gone to Trinidad and Denver and
Mr. Moore to Santa Fe where he will
spend" several days dn the interests of
the Colorado Portland Cement company. Mr. Moore is sales manager
for that concern.
MrB. James C. McConnell and Mr.
and Mrs, James A. Welch of Kansas
City arrived in Las Vegas last evening il
and are the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
George W.. Orossen at their home on
Seventh street. Mrs. McConnell and
Mr. and Mrs, Welch have been on an
extended trip through the west, and,
after a several days' visit In Las Ve
gas, will return to their homes.
Edward Needham, assistant superin
tendent of the West Lake Construction company"" of Houston, Tex., is in
T.: B.
town visiting his brother-in-law- ,
has
at
Mr.
Needham
present
Starkey.
charge of the construction work on
Rice hotel building m
the
Houston, which, when completed, will
be the largest hotel in the southwest
Mr. Needham, after a few days' visit-i-n
Las Vegas, will return to Houston.
W. Davis and his mother, Mrs. C.
E.' Adams, who arrived in Las Vegas
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Stevens-Durye- a
yesterday afternoon in their
'Automobile, have gone out to
El Porvenir ranch Where they will
While passing
spend , several days..
through Onava yesterday afternoon on
their way to Las Vegas, the automobile brake and brake drum were accibroken and to replace the
or Ranges dentally
When you think Stoves
broken parts it was necessary to teleMr. Davis states
think of
graph back east.
that this break is the first serious one
he has had since driving the car, in
FURN. CO which time he was covered 20,000

nilles.
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WIN OUT

,

FOR PUBLICATION.
In the Probate Court, San
Miguel
County, New Mexico.
In the matter ot the estate of
Henry
C. Monsimer, Deceased.
To whom it may concern. Notice
is hereby given that the final report
of the administrator, in the above entitled estate has been filed in said
court, and the 30th day of October,
1912, has been set by the court for the
tearing of objections to" the same and
the final settlement of said estate.
Witness my hand and the Seal of
said court this 1st day of October, A.

OCTOBER 3, 1912.
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BOWLERS

DAiLY

A fascinating

homely comedy of Cape Cod folki

Filled with the refreshing salt water breezes
An entertaining

story
with a pretty lovetheme

Our Next Serial
Watch for the first chapter
that will toon be published

First game

Joe Wood

vs.

Jeff

Tes- -

reau.
Second game Ray ColiinB vs. Christy Mathewson.
Third game "Buck'
OBrlen vs.
"Rube" Marquard.
Two great clubs will battle for the
world's baseball championship next
week. Each club has' something that
the other lacks, but comparing them
and balancing up their assets it be
comes a toss up as , to which club
will wta.
I woujd not attempt to
pick either.
The Giants have the confidence that
experience brings. Experience helped
the Athletics in the world series of
1911. While New York has the edge
on Boston through this experience,
Stall's team has a shade over New
York on strength. I thinK Boston as
a harder hitting club and a stronger
fielding club, the difference in field
ing .being caused by Boston's great
outfield.
Both Clubs Show Gameness.
Both clubs are game, equaly so. New
York showed gameness in the series
of 1911 when they came back at the
Athletics
after the championship
seemed hopelessly lost. They twice
showed the same kind of gameness
this season when they arose to the
occasion and held their lead against
an: onslaught by the Chicago Cubs.
People at that time said McGraw's
team would weaken, under the strain
on a losing streak from
and gpt
which they could not recover, because
things were breaking bad for them.
But they came right back, held their
lead and still have It.
No one was ever heard to question
the gameness of Boston. Stahl's club
is game If anything.
Much Depends On Managers.
In this series much will depend on
managers and In this respect McGraw
has the edge on Stahl. The New York
manager has been through many
seasons, has won several pennants and engaged In world series. Stahl .was In only one previous
world series and in that he held a
utility rolel A fjfitiis always arises in
a big series ajid McUrhw, with his dehave (a
veloped generalship, ''will
--

,

nerve-breakin-

g

handicap over his rival.

Consider the Individual members ot
the two contesting clubs. First, uie
.
Each'
pitchers. I believe it's a toss-upclub has three good men for this series. Stahl will,, In all probability, rely
on Joe Wood, Ray. Collins and "Buck"
O'Brien, while McGraw will assign
Jeff Tesreau, Christy Mathewson and

"Rube" Marquard. , I think the first
game will find Tesreau opposing
Wood; in the second contest Collins
and Mathewson will undoubtedly be
the pitching choices, and the third
game will see Marquard and O'Brien
hook up. That is the way I believe
they will start out in each game, but
anyone of the six I have mentioned
may be called in to finish for another.

May Not Use Hugh Bedlent.
In my opinion Stahl will not use
Hugh Bedlent unless It is to finish a
game. Unquestionably he will start
the three I have mentioned In order
and pitch them back in the same order. The same with McGraw.
Wood and Collins should prove the
most effective for the Red Sox, pro
viding that Wood is in shape. In his
last two games he seemed tired. Stahl
should not pitch him more than one
game every five days for the remainder of the season.
Tesreau, in my opinion, will be the
most effective man for New Yonc.
Madquard may, but that is doubtful.
Mathewson proved easy for Boston in
the series these two clubs played several years ago. He certatinly has not
improved since that time, and Boston
has a better hitting club than

today
before,
Carrlgan
In the
standoff
Carrlgan

.

more territory in ' fielding and is a
harder and timelier hitter than Fletcn.
er.
Gardner would also be my choice
at third. Herzog is a better basi
runner, but cannot hit the way Gardner can.
When it comes to the outfield, Boston can eclipse anything in the National league. Individually and collectively the Red Sox surpass the Giants In
the outfield.
Now, take your choice.
. Clarke Has No Coice.
Fred Clarke is Inclined to look tipott
the approaching world's series between
the New York Nationals and the Bos
ton Americans as an even money proposition. The veteran pilot of the
Pittsburg Pirates points back to post
season battles of the past in which
there are a number of Instances in
which the team that to all appear
ances was weakest won the laurels.
Batting Is the fundamental principle
of baseball success, he declares, and
In a short series of this kind the side
that happens to pole the greatest num
ber of good hard swats, Is bound to
make off with the big title.
"Ball clubs all have their consistent
batsmen," says Clarke, "but every
player cannot be a Wagner or al Cobb
or a Zimmerman, and then there are
certain times when the best hitters
the game has erer known, fall into
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Shoot the speed sheila and
watch your field and trap aver-nb.
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lining gjves, the speed grips the powder charge with
jusl lhat compression needed to put all the drive of the explosion
behind your load., .,
Aid with Export Factory Loading, you're sure of tne same
a uniform spread of pattern in each and every sKel
speed
Shoot Arrow and Nitro Club steel lined Expert Factory Loaded Shells for
speed pint pattern in any make of shotgun.

Remington

299 Broadway v

Arms-Unio-

-

Metallic Cartridge Co.
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Stahl's men many pointers. This they

will do, partly through their loyalty
to their own league and party because
James McAleer, president of the Boston Americans, managed the two

teams that kept the Athletics on edge

)
I

d

verdant,-"Marquar-

York City

he takes the gamble of getting them
if they steal. Batters sometimes get
a pitcher so deeply in the hole when
a catcher is trying to .bolster, up a
weak throwing arm with pitch-out- s
that the batter has 4he call ..of two
balls and no strikes of three balls and
one strike, and consequently he waits
for the good one that he knows has
to come and he kills it"
,

for their series against Chicago and
New York.
The Athletics will, as far as pos-sible, play the New York style of ball
and will try. hard to win.

Betting Favors Red Sox.
Betting today on
the world's series is at 10 to 8 with
the odds offered by supporters of the
Boston Red Sox. A party of brokers sent a purse of 10,000 to the stock:
exchange here today, to wager It
against $8,000 on the" Red Sox against
the Giants. It is tnought probable
that the odds on the series will remain
at the present figure until the opening
game, October 8. Basis for the odds
Is found In the fact that the Red Sox
have all season long shown marked
Athletics, who
superiority over
conquered the Giants last fall New
Yorkers are confident, as a rule, that
McGraw's men will come through, on
top this year, but being anxious for
the edge when they bet, will probably
let the odds remain as they are.
New York, Oct. 3

te

TODAY'S BASEBALL.
National League
Chicago, Oct 3. The Plttsburg-Chlcag- o
game has been postponed because of wet grounds.

Mack to Help the Red Sox.
Oct. 3. When the
Boston Red Sox come here this week
American League.
Oct. 3. Detroit-Chicag- o
to close the baseball season the home
Detroit,
team expects to put the new pennant game postponed because of rain. To
winners through a course of practice be played tomorrow, an open date.
that will help fit them for the world's
Mrs. E. E. Plncetel and child left
series. The Athletics, -- having been
through the fire to two world's series, this afternoon for Raton, where they
one of them with the . New York will join Mr. Plncetel, who is workPlank Picks Red Sox.
Philadelphia, Oct. 3. Eddie Plank, Giants, are in a position to give, Jake ing there.

Philadelphia,
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WILL

way.

Larry Doyle is a better hitter and
also a better fielder than any man
Boston will use at second. Doyle Is a
great ball player anyway you look at
him. "by far the best man on the
Giants' Infield.
No Other Outfield

Like Boston's.

I believe that Wagner is a better
shortstop than Fletcher. He covers

M

guesswork

,

Brainy; Meyers Can Clout.
catching department It is a
between the two clubs. Bill
is a brainier backstop than
Chief Meyers, hut the1 Indian 13 a
much heavier hitter than Carrlgan.
Wilson is a better player than Cady,
due to his superior hitting ability.
At first base if Is again a standoff. Fred Merkle is a much faster
and better fielder than Jake Stahl, but
the Boston manager' is the better hit
ter and balances the account that

WIS

Cut down the lead

On such occasions, no the grand southpaw of the Athletics,
declared mI y that the Red Sox will
beat the GliMits In the world's series
because of a better pitching staff.
"The difference betweett ;the New
York and the Boston pitching staffs,"
he said, "is that Boston haB, five men
she can trust, New York two and a
youth who has just shown, himself.
Ray Collins, Charles Hall,. Hugh Be dient, Buck O'Brien and Joe Wood are
all corking pitchers. Matty was and
may be still. , Marquard is uncertain
and Tesreau is
may again be a wonder. i" Matty show
his old time form, especially 4t.he gets
a good start, and Tesreau may he the
hero of the series, but I like the Red
Sox's pitchers, for they are all good
and when one fails Managr.tahl has
four to fall back on. orha can? Ase two
per game and have ample 'timber 'left
for the rest of the series;
f
"Bill Carrigian, the Bostori catcher,
helps his pitchers ..as much as any
catcher I know, because he is not alcatch
ways calling for 'pitch-outs- '
the batter. He throws,, so- well that

matter how hard they may try, they
simply cannot connect with the ball.
On the other hand, we have men who
are recognized aa weak batters. Perhaps they will only make one safe hit
in a number of games as a rule, and
then they will suddenly strike a slug
ging streak that may extend through
several1 weeks. When an entire club
drops Into a batting; slump, it is certain to lose ground rapidly, but let
this same team take a brace and all
the players recover their1 hitting eyes
at the same time and the result is
magical.
"When a team is enjoying one of!
these batting spells, it steadily climbs
to the front It doesn't matter bo
much about the kind of pitching such
men are facing. They win straighten
out the curves of the greatest and
best twlrlers In the business because
the breaks are coming their way. Of
course there is a certain amount of
science about ball playing, but along
with this skill there must be an ele
ment of luck. When things are not
breaking In their favor, thfrbest clubs
In the world will lose.
Take a short series like the games
which annually decide the world's
championship and the team batting
best will come out ahead every time.
It Is impossible to determine the true
merits of the clubs In such a limited
number of contests. The side that Is
to all appearances the strongest Is go
ing to surrender to its weaker rival,
Just as sure as its players are not fav
ored with the breaks. Thus, suppos
ing the Boston Nationals as they are
just now, should be matched against
the New York Giants to decide the
world's supremacy. The Braves might
take a batting streak and beat the
Giants hands down."
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ROCK CLIMBING IN SCOTLAND

THE REMODELING OF
MISS BETTIE BROWN

Ben Macdhul, King of Cairngorm),
Group of Peaks, and Some

By HARVEY PEAKE.

THE OPTIC

I

WANT

'

al

Repairia?
E. Las Vegas

"l

If

A6f

Hoax My wife is going-twait for
me at the gates of heaven, if she's
the first to go.
Joax You shouldn't be so mean as
to make her wait through all eternity
hoonse she made you wait occasionally.
,

w-

forty-eight-

'

g

g.

its

i

v-r-

M

f

fit

,A

Barlr

nt Uoad&r m eaen
mumtk at Masxmie Tem
ple, at 7:19
HE.
Wtfflama, H. P.; T. O.
Blood, Secretary.
tion

NUMBER, MAIN

I

WANTED A few customers for
pure
milk from the Valley
Dairy; 12
quarts for Jl; 12 pints for 50c. Cash
when milk is delivered. Telephone
orders to J. H. Stearns grocery.

t

Lie-bac-

atHt

nler, Cna
Coinmauder.
Ham
Martin. Keeper
v
Kecord ant 8sJ

,

,

O. O. MOOSE Meets first and
third Thursday evening each month
at W. O. W. ball. Visiting brothers
cordially Invited. Dr. H. W. Houf,
Dictator; J. Thornhill,' Secretary.

L.

a&

i

avenue.

u

(5.

p. O. ELKS Meets, second ad
fourth Tuesday evening of eac
month Elks Home on NintH street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers are cordially Invited. P. D.
Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.

B.

LAS VEOAS CHAPTER No. S, ROYAL
convoca
ARCH MASQN8

RANtFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
Mea ftrct ana &lr4 rridays In
MaaeaUe Teaapi. Kra. T. B. Bowen,
WHEN you want livery, remember
Worthy Ke.tr; Jaotee O. Katledge
CooW Stables. Best of outfits and
Worthy Patrom; Mrs. George Trlpi,
prices right. '
Secretary, phone Mala Hi, 120
Graad avenee.
WANTED Plain sewing. 1017 Tilden

ATTOItNKVN
Geo. H

HUNKER

HUNKER
fTunkpr

Hu

A

Attorney

lout

i'htr
at Law.

V8.

Nw Mr'

m

FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
CARD
I.0CIL
NO.
10
Meets every Monday night at
O. R. C. Hall, o
Bonglaa avenue, at
CAST ROUND
8 O'clock.
VlMUa
aimk
eArrive
-'
K. Gehrins.
cordially welcome.
Hi p m.
No. 1.
.
:16 p.
J.
T.
Bufcler. secretary:
president;
OF.
No.
.11:10 a.
. 1!
y c
C.
Bally, treaaarer.
I : l S
m
Mo.
1.15 a.

a

Millions Do you think you will
WANTED TO rent or buy medium MODERN
?
learn to like your titled
WOODMEN OF AMERK
Billions I don't know; I can't tell
size house. Apply 620 Grand avenue.
Meet In the forest of brother
where to place him In my expense aclove at Woodmen of the
Won
count. He is neither a recreation nor
hall, on tb second and fourth I
an investment.
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Ci.
Consul; G. Laemmls, Clerk,
vu
A SOCIAL WARNING
FOR SALE Cow, family horse and
lng neighbors are especially
v.
House
buggyfor rent furnished,
come and cordially Invited.
or

No

1"

No. I
No. if.

For Salts

No.
No

4r.

--

VF3T

I

L'C

t

i

41' p.

X

irIO

p. m.

i

o

at

BOU'.U
m

:

45 i.

ro

t:lft

m

4:60

p.

t

m
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unfurnished.

812

DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED

Eighth street.

FOR SALE Good Jack; three years
old; a bargain. Inquire of William
Shilllnglaw, Investment and Agency Corporation.
tf.
FOR SALE Household furniture and
house for rent, 902 Third street.

J. E. ROSENWALD
I. O. of B

LODGE NO. 54 1,
every firei
Tuesday of the month In the vestry
roc-mof Twmple Monteflore at t
o'clock p. m. Ylsltinjf brothers are
cord'Uly invited
Isaac Appel
President; Charles Oreenclay, Set
a

retary.
.

,.

applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way toi cure deafness, and that Is by constitutional
remedies.
Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous lin
ing of the Eustachian! Tube. When
this tube is inflamed! you have a
rumbling sound or imperfect hearing,
and when it is entirely closed, deaf
ness is the result and, unless the in
flammation can be taken out and this
tube restored to its normal conditions,
hearing will be destroyed forever;
nine eases out of ten are caused by
catarih, which Is nothing but an in
flamed condition of the mucous surby local

m

FOR SALE One house and lot; one
house and two lots.
A snap for KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNC
NO. 804. Meeta second and foarv
cash.' Must sell this month
See
Thursday In O. R. C. ball.
Cutler Brothers.
Visiting members are c
faces.
dlally lnvled. Peter Emenaker, O.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
K.. Richard Devlne, F. 8
for any case of deafness (caused by
Rmist
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circulI
Man's
Bad
I.
FOR
Land)
O.
(In
O.
RENT
Six
room
Stranger
modern house,
F., LAS VEGA8 LODGE NO
free.
ars,
think that I shall make a' few Informal
1.
Meets every Monday evening
good Jocation. Rent cheap. Frank
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
calls.
1006
Sold
Sixth street.
their ha'l on Sixth street All visit
Peppard,
by Druggists, 75c.
Bad Bill Stranger, don't do
Hall's Family Pills for constiTake
brethren
Ing
to
at
cordially tanteti,
Whether you're callln', raisin' or lay-Ipation.
FOR
tend. J . D. Fridenstine, N. G.;
two onnfi
down, take my advice an' observe
rooms en suite or separate, steam
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. El wood
all the formalities of the game."
H. E. Archer, merchant of West-oveheat, electric light, breakfast if deSecretary; Karl Werts, Treasurer
Ala., states:
"My boy had a
1022
C.
V.
sired.
ANYBODY
Fourth
street.
RATTLE
ENOUGH TO
Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
severe- attack of acute bronchitis, so
.

For

it

RENT-Furnish-

ed.

r,

FOR RENT Strictly modern home;
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tuet
ideal location; elegantly furnished;
day evenings each month, at Wood
no sick people. See Cutler Brothman hall. Visiting Brothers cor
ers.
dlally Invited to attend. A. M
Adler, President; E. C, Ward, Se
FOR RENT Nicely furnished house
retary.
keeping rooms at 1030 Fifth street.
FOR RENT For Elks only, a few
choice rooms In the New Elks
Home.
FOR RENT

Fine suite of furnished
housekeeping rooms, electric lights,
baths, etc. Excellent location, 918
Eighth street

d

d

-

Wanted

Bet-tie'-

Belnn-a-BhuIr- d

it

OPTIC'S

'

mltM

icordiaDf

ltchas.

y,

A

mood.

PLAZA HOTEL

.
--

corder.

'

Grand

429

FOR CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Five cents per line eaen Insertion. Secretary.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy lees
space than two LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
line. All sdvertls mente charged
KNIGHTS' TEMPLAR
Rf-will be booked at epace
actually set,
without regard to number of words.
diT In each moath at MaCash In advance preferred.
sonic Temple at 7:80 p. m. C. D.
Re
Boucher, & C; Chaa. Tafflme.

HARD TO TELL

PAINTING'

GIG

0

r

V

every Monday
ning to Castle Hal)
Visiting Knights ar

'

After Bettie bad read the letter
twice she fell into a reminiscent

"Dear old Bob," she soliloquized,
S&
"how good it is to hear from you!
And so you have something to say
to me! I was ready to forgive and
&
Automobile,
Carriage
forget the next day, If you had only
'
S3
asked, for I loved you and still do.
What girl could help it?
N. 0. HERMAN
"Of course I shall wear the blue
I'll no, I can't either I
dress.
Ave
haven't had it on since he left! I
'
Would Test Nerve of Climber.
began to take on flesh that same
year. I we'gud a hundred and, ten
side its symmetrical peak Is upheld
when he saw nK last and nowell, I know thosj last scales must by two tremendous walls of rock,
have been wrong, for they made it a cleft by a great gully. The western
P7EWLYIRE3IODELED
!
hundred and
wall, known as the "Church Door,"
f Private Baths and Lavatories
"unlocked,"
"Goodness gracious, what shall I has been occasionally
but there is no record of the Eastern
Stea..i Heat Private Telephones do? I can't begin to get it on and
my slim, willowy figure! That's what Buttress having been climbed from
.Rates $2.50 per day and up
get for sitting around so much and the foot. .
AMERICAN PLAN
The Cairngorms have long been a
taking no exercise. And I remember
Special Rates by Week or Month that he hated fat girls! I will wear favorite resort of Scottish climbers.
In 1889 a club was formed, which
that dress!"
Immediately she constituted herself had for its object the encouragement
HAND HOLDING DOCTOR.
of mountaineering, with special ret
methods a committee of ways and means.
JLioston, Oct. 3, Medical
to take erence to this group, and, in the
which
weeks
five
in
"Just
harking back to the ancient Persian off thirty-eigh- t
same year the Scottish Mountaineershe said.
pounds!
physicians, who treated their patients
s
ing club was founded "to encourage
The next morning at breakfast
iy means of an examination of a hand
mountaineering in Scotland, In win
father was full of trouble.
thrust through a curtain, have sud
"I thought when I built this house, ter as well as in summer.", Braemai
denly sprung into favor in this city that I was putting up one of the is a convenient center for excursion!
and are at present highly fashionable most substantial residences in the to the Cairngorms, under which name
"but last are usually included Cairngorm, Ben
town," he complained;
here.
car
I dis- Macdhul, Braeriach and Cairntoul,
a
whenever
passed,
night,
no
who
a
asks
physician
Imagine
and
for sometimes even
sometimes
felt
it
tremble,
tinctly
questions. Consider a doctor who as long as two minutes. And once It Benavon. Ben Maodhui, the monarch
lolds your hand for a mere three min was shaken to its very foundations! of the group, and the second highest
utes, then tell you what's the matter I'm going to get the builder to come mountain In Britain, stands apart
jvith you and proceeds to try to cure oyer, as soon as he can, to make an from the everyday world In mys
terious grandeur, its huge precipices,
examination."
you.
deep chasms, waterfalls of unknown
He
was
disturbed.
Even
Bobby
Contemplate a scheme of diagnosis
height, and fields of eternal snow
came running down stairs one morn-Ineo simple and speedy that it 'permits
forming a prospect at once magnifia few days later, exclaiming:
this doctor to handle some 2,000 case3
I cent and
"Mom, this house is hounted.
a week. But why trifle with your cur know it is, 'cause last night I heard
iosity? This man of many marvels the awfullest groans and moans after HAS SILKS; DIES IN RAGS
Is none other than Dr. Pang Suey, an I went to bed, an' the house jest
Oriental whose offices at No. 83 Dart shook like it wus tremblin' with ter Former Woman Educator, Considered
mouth street are thronged with pa- ror! I was afraid to git up an'
Witch by Neighbors, Succumbs
been awake all night!"
to Scalds.
tients who swear by him in spite of
One evening at tea, Mrs. Brown laid
the fact that the medicines he pre- down her knife and fork and looking
St, Louis, Mo. A crowd of women
scribes are the most untakable con- at her daughter, remarked:
in the queer little apothe
gathered
to
know
what
want
"Now
I
coctions imaginable.
Bettie,
at 1419 Franklin avenue
shop
cary
You
refuse
Here in this modern city appears a the matter is with you.
with awe the death
recently
discussing
healer who asks only to lay his fin- preserves and cake, you won't take of the proprietor, the strange woman
don't eat
in
and
tea,
sugar
you
your
gers on your pulse and there you are, enough to keep a bird alive. You're who for years had held them in feai
and awe of her through mystic psytabulated and diagall pigeon-holeactually getting thin and peaked!
nosed. When you arrive ia Dr. Pang Why girl, you don't look like your- chic powers which she was reputed
to possess.
'.Sriey's waiting room you have no way self; you've fallen away so much
of
For Dr. Sarah F. Wells,
of knowing that you are in other than that your clothes are ever so much too Oberlin university, foundergraduate
of medical
Now
it?"
for
is
what
you..
big
ante
an ordinary every day doctor's
colleges, author, lecturer, traveler, ad"Oh nothing," answered Bettie.
room. Finally, after you have pursued
venturess and charlatan, is dead.
"Yes there Is. There's something
news and sundry an
Though she is said to have had a
eome week-olmother.
with
wrong
you," replied her
fortune in tenement houses in
large
clent magazines, the
"You needn't try to conceal it any
Ohio, and Kansas City, real
ring of the electric bell announces that longer. Either you are sick or in Dayton,
estate in Florida and government
at last your turn has come, and you love."
to bonds, for days she sat In a broken
proceed up a flight of stairs and oe- - "Well, if you are determined af- chair in the little Franklin shop suf
into
pry
your daughter's private
hold the doctor.
agony from scalds on her feet
fairs, mother dear, I'll hare to confess fering
Apparently the learned gentleman is that I am reducing my flesh by the and limbs received when she fell into
is much interested in you as in the rolling process. You select a long a bathtub partly filled with hot water,
before she was persuaded to have a
probable
danger of navigating the floor space, you see, and roll back
times without doctor.
toast of Barbary, only a little less eo. and forth twenty-fiv- e
Clothed in rags, she waited painfully
At any rate, he doesn't favor you stopping. Then you kick up your
for the end, with her trunks packed
"
with as much as a glance. Buddenly heels
with gorgeous silks, rich possessions
"Bettie Brown, are
you feel three capable fingers on the "No, but I believe you crazy?"
In love is from the Orient.
being
She knew she was dying and her
pulse of each wrist The master of pretty nearly as bad as being crazy."
the science of diet and herbs listens
last act was to send for Mme. Bee,
"Well, now I begin to see daylight,
thinks, concentrates. Then you real- declared Mrs. Brown. "So you are In a fortune teller, and Miss Delia Huddy,
ize that the examination is over and love, are you? I thought as much." who live in the rooms above her
"It's Bob Taylor!" And then the shop, to whom she gave her fifteen
that Dr. Pangi Suey, completely forget
cats.
whole
story came out.
ful of your presence, is perusing some
For years the women of the neighslips of paper which look like nothln
borhood had held the fifteen cats in
enBob
had
After
duly
arrlvedj,
else as much as large-sizelaundry
They swarmed
himself to the willing Bettie, superstitious awe.
checks. Then you get your prescrip gaged
Mid taken his departure, the young about the place, enjoying every liberty.
Before the death of the woman
tlon or medicine.
woman In the case was in her room
Itufus G. Wells, an
taking down her hair for the night, doctor's husband,
eccentric aeronaut, two years ago,
J. W. Copeland, of Dayton, Ohio, and recounting to herself the experithere were two cats to which strange
purchased a bottle of Chamberlain's ences of the past five weeks.
The aerodone
for
who
have
for
had
shouldn't
it
"I
his
any Influences were credited.
Cough Remedy
boy
a cold, and before the bottle was all body in the world but Bob," she de- naut was a poet after a fashion 'and
used the boy's cold was gone. Is that clared; "but I don't Intend that he when he was composing a rhyme one
not better than to fay a five dollar shall ever know that I was so much in big cat would sit on his right shoulder
doctor's bill? For We by all dealers. love with him that I bruised myself and another on his left knee.
black and blue, from my shoulders
If you have young children you have to my heelB, beside entirely upsetting Lightning Kills Cat; People Escape.
perhaps noticed that disorders of the the family calm, that he might . be
Parsons, Pa. Lightning played a
stomach are their most common ail- pleased with me. And as for th novel prank In the home of Michael
t
ment To correct this you will find Irtss. I don't think ho
Pulas when it danced about ten per
'
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver reference betrect! M. ''
sons In a room, killed a cat and then
Tablets excellent T"iey are eaBy and :'.vr one even :; the.
two
Even the
flashed from the room.
pleasant to take, and mild and gentle
paper was burned from the walls.
fn effect. For sale by all dealers.

munication' first and

NO.

PYTHIAS Meete

OF

KN IGHTS

It;

J

H. C. YOUNG
JGei-er-

A

LODGE

DORADO

LOOQE NO. t, A. F. 4.
A. m. Regular com-

mouth. V tatting broth-er- a
cordially invited.
. R. M array,
N. O. Herman, W.
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Street

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

Tyn-dtu-

PETER

S20-6t- h

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

COLUMN

g

CAFF

flfiO

T
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TUB BEST GOODS OBTAI NABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

CHAPMAN

I

LAWN J MOWERS SHARPENED
LocJc
and, Ounsmith Bicycle ao

LOBBY REST

TO

Others.

Bettie Brown was sitting In the
porch swing doing nothing when the
postman brought the letter. These
were Bettle's two greatest occupations; sitting and doing nothing. She
usually combined the two.
Her pretty face resolved Itself into
a veritable interrogation mark, when
she saw that the handwriting was
Bob Taylor's.
"Why, I haven't heard from him for
Ave
years," she exclaimed, "not
since he went to the Philippines after
our quarrel; What can he have to
say?" Tearing open the envelope
she read:

Glencoo, Scotland.- - It Is sometlmet
forgotten that the mountaineer can
find some excellent places for the exercise of his powers in this country.
A contributor to the People's Friend
points out that the wild region round
the pass of Glencoe, In Argyllshire,
'RZRS. R. FLIHT,
affords some of the best
Cor' Grand'atid 'Douglas Ave.
In Great Britain.
The approach
is through the
grim recesses of
ast Las Vegas, N. ttf.
Glenfalloch, and onwards- by
and Bridge of Orchy. On the
left, looking up the pass, the long
ridge of Aonach Eagach cuts the
skyline with its Jagged outline, while
GARAGE
VEGAS
LAS
on the opposite side rise the majestio
rocky bastions of the "Three SiBters."
M BIEHLi Propietor
"Manila, May 25th.
The latter is the highest mountain
"My Dear Bottle:
"I am writing- to Bay that I am going: in Argyllshire, and on the Glencoe
416 Grand Ave
back to the United Strifes on purpoaa
to see you. I ahall arrive In Brewster
Phone Main 447
about the first of July. I hope that you
will be glad to Bee me, for I can scarce.
,
'Battery Charging Station
ly wait until I can Bee you.
we had
"The
silly
misunderstanding;
Automobiles for Hire
has been wiped entirely out of my mind,
and my greatest desire Is to return and
plead In person for your forgiveness,
and also to ask you something more,
"I can see In my mlnd'g eye your slim,
willowy form In Its sailor dress of blue.
And I trust, dear Bettie, that you still
P. MACKEL
have this Identical dress, and will wear
HOUSE AND 6IGN PAINTING
It to welcome me back. I think It was
prettiest dress I ever saw. If you
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging the
will don It for this occasion It will
,
and Glazing.
make our meeting eo much easier, for I
foram
I
a
that
know
shall
at
glance
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
If you have It on.
Old Town given
IfMt Side Plaza
'Should there be any change in my
plans I shall communicate with you at
i i::::::w:::i:::x-&.A$XX.
Dnce. Do not make an effort to answer
this letter for I shall be en route.
"Tours sincerely,
"Robert Taylor."

Prop

ONE LONG WAIT

"I never really was rattled but onci
in my life."
"When was that?"
"My wife's father was rather deaf,
and I had to speak into an ear
trumpet when I asked him for her."

Lost
On September 30, a gold cuff
Finder;
engraved J. La. R.
please return to 506 Columbia ave-

LOST
link

severe he; could not get out of bed for
a week. The first few doses of Foley's Honey and Tar relieved him
and before we had given him the contents of one bottle, he was well. Foley's Honey and Tar Compound is
kept continually in our house. It Is
O. G.v
perfectly safe and effective."
Sohaefer and Red Cross Drug Co. -

RETAIL PRICES
U3t

lbs. or More, Eaen Delivery

MM lbs. to
CM Hm. te
M lea, te

tS

LOM
CM
Leae Than 6fl Ibe-

Each DeHwery
lbs. East. Delivery
Ibe, Each Delivery

Oc

UMh,

-

.,

Eaeh Delivery

111

per

li

gsc per let la
Sio per 1M Ibe.
,

p(r ig

Me per

IN

it.

lea.

AGUA PURASCOMPAiNY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Veo;as
Fameus Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

nue and receive reward.

THE CAUSE
F. A. Wootsey, a brakeman at Jack
sonville, Texas, says: "I was down

with kidney trouble and rheumatism
so bad I could hardly get up, and had
backache all the time, and was almost
tired of living. I saw an ad of Foley
Kidney Pills and after taking one bottle I was better, and when I had taken two more I was thoroughly cured."
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Co.

Sick headache is caused by a disstomach.
ordered
Take Chamberlain's Tablets and correct that and the
headaches will disappear. For sale
by all dealers.
Wm. A. Allen, Chacon,

N.

Mex.,

writes: "My wife had a cough that
nearly choked her to death, the worst
I ever saw.
We tried everything we
could think of but did her no good.
By good luck I happened to get a botTom Jack tells me he hasn't slept tle of Foley's Honey and Tar Coma wink for several nights.
pound and it helped her at once. It
Dick Insomnia, I suppose.
is the best cough medicine I ever
''
new
,
Tom No;
heard of. O. G. Sdhaefer and Red
baby.
Cross Drug Co.

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom
among al
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular
thing ia worth

moat.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to aome-onwho reads the ads. in this newspaper and would
never
bear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, wan
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of
any
sort, and musical instruments.
A the classified ads. are read by all
possible buyar., jf a
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders'of the
best markets!
e
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GERMAN RULER IS

ELDEHLY

AND CATHARTICS

OT A HAPPY

MONARCH

FOLKS! CALOMEL,

PLAYS AND PLAYERS.

Now the health of the kaiser's only harmless, natural and gentle.
When eyes grow dim, you help
daughter, Princess Victoria Louise, is them.
Do the samel with your liver
considerable
causing
anxiety. It is well
bowels
when age makes them less
and
known

that she la; "backward" for her
age, but hitherto it has'been attributed to hep being a spoiled child.. The
fact is that ehe has long suffered
from a painful ear malady, which is
now making somewhat alarming progress. The kaiser was once a sufferer from the same complaint, though
later in life than his daughter, and
In his case a cure was effected by
frequent cruises. In the case of, the
kaiser there is always the probability
that he inherited his father's throat
disease.
The kaiser's sailor sea, Adalbert, it
Is understood, refuses to marry any of
the (home made princesses drawn
across his path. Some have said that
the prince has married privately "a la
Jt
Hapsburg," but that Is unlikely.
seems, however, that In his professional wanderings he has contracted
some romantic responsiblltles which

p

hardly leave him free to wed a
sovereign's daughter.
Not the least source of annoyance
to the kaiser is the behavior of his
heir.
There is an open breach, a crisis

JEVEN

rJ

this decaying waste and poisons into
the blood. You will never get feeling
right until this is corrected but do
it gently. Don't have a bowel washday; don't use a bowel irritant. For
your sake, please use only gentle, effective Syrup of Figs. Then you are
not drugging yourself, for Syrup of
Figs is composed of only luscious figs,
senna and aromatics which can not
Injure.

Ateaspoonful tonight will gently,
but thoroughly, move on and out of
your system by morning all the sour
bile, poisonous fermenting food and
waste matter without
clogged-ugripe, nausea or weakness.
But get the genuine. Ask your
druggist for the, full name, "Syrup of
Figs and Elixir of Senna." Refuse,
with contempt, any other Fig Syrup
unless it bears the name prepared by
the California Fig Syrup Company,
Read the label.
the diary returned.

Ed

Peril,"

ville plays.

John

Philip

Sousa's opera

"The

Glassbiowers," Is to be given Its first
production in November.
Frederick Perry has been engaged
for the company which will support
Mrs. Flske in "The Right Road."
A new comedy by James Forbes,
entitled "A Rich Man's Son," will 'be
produced In Atlantio City this month.
Sir Charles Windham has determined permanently to retire as an actor,

But this proved
ase, and It is feared
that the possessor of the diary will
sell it to some newspaper. It would
assuredly make interesting "copy." but to oontlnue as a theatrical manFor ona tiling, its author was always ager.
a strong supporter of her mother, the
approaching.
Wllkle Bard ,a favorite In the LonTo crown all, comes a missing diary Empress Frederick, and therefore, at don muslo halls, has,
arranged to make
a diary which contains copious criti- variance with the kaiser, her broth- his debut In the United States In Decisms of the kaiser himself. It was er. Princess Charles is very English cember.
the property of the Princess Charles in her tastes. It Is said here that
Stella Chatelaine, an American danof Hesse, and was stolen at a Ixndon the kaiser has detectives .trying to cer, who recently made a hit In Paris
railway station. When a man was ap- locate, the diary.
has just been engaged for the Zieg-prehended, the princess refused to
field Follies.
WANTED Clean cotton rags. Optlo
prosecute, and the inference was that
Frank Pollock has been engaged as
a compromise had been arrived at and office.
the principal tenor for the perform- to be not the

,ir1?t

--

H

'

mm
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No young woman, in the Joy of
Cecilia Loftus will be seen in vaudeville again this season.
coming motherhood, should neglect
A "Baby Mine" company Is on tour, to prepare her system for the physical ordeal she Is to undergo. The
with Walter Jones featured.
health of both herself and the coming
.George Fawcett is appearing In
"The Great John Canton," In London. child depends largely upon the care
she bestows apon herself during the
Jesse L. Lanky la to produce a new
months.
Mother's Friend
called
"The
Trained
Nurse," Waiting the
comedy
prepares
mother's sysexpectant
Mile Lydla Loupoukowa has joined tem for
the coming event, and Its use
the cast! of "The Lady of the,Sllpper." makes her comfortable during all the
Edgar Selwya is ibusy finishing a term. It works with and for nature,
Home to and by gradually expanding all tiscomedy called
"Coming
sues, muscles and tendons, Involved,
Roost."
Eatrallta, a Spanish dancer, has Just and keeping the breasts in good conbeen engaged toy the "Follies" com' dition, brings the woman to the crisis
In splendid physical condition.
The
pany.
baby, too, Is more apt to be perfect and
Monjusko's opera "Halka" was sung strong where the mother has thus
in Esperanto at Vienna early last r?epared herself for nature's supreme
month.
function. No better advice could ba
Louise Rial and Gertrude; Berkeley feiven a young expectant mother than
will appear in. the casti of "Little Wo- that she use Mother's Friend; it is a
medicine that has proven Its value
men."
In thousands of
Albert Cowles Is the author of "The
isMsoid
Yellow
one of the latest vaude-

p

active. There is nothing more Important. Costive- - clogged-ubowel mean
that decaying, fermenting food is
clogged there and the pores or ducts
in these thirty feet of bowels suck

I

AREN'T FOR YOU

P

You old people, Syrup of Figs Is
ARE SAID
particularly for you. You who don't
KAISER
exercise aa much as you need to; who
like the easy chair. You, whose eteira
Vienna, Oct 3. Kaiser WilUelm la are slow and whose muscles are less
passing thorugh troublous domestic elastic. You must realize that your
times, and It needs all his savolr falre liver and ten yards of bowels have
to keep up appearances and show a also become less active.
Don't
regard Syrup of Figs as
good front. It Is learned from Berlin.
As already stated, the Kaiserin's physio. It stimulates the liver and
health is most critical. She is fre- bowels just as exercise would do If
quently overcome by heart attacks, you took enough of It. It la not harsh
which leave her prostrate for many like salts- or cathartics. The help
days, and she is subject to fits of de- which Syrup of Figs gives to a torpid
liver and weak, sluggish, bowels Is
pression.

3, 1912.

SALTS

HARMLESS, GENTLE "SYRUP OF FIGS" IS BEST TO CLEANSE YOUR
STOMACH, LIVER AND 30 FE ET OF BOWELS OF SOUR, BILE,
WASTE
DECAYING FOOD, GASES AND CLOGGED-U-

DOMESTIC TROUBLES
TO BE WORRYING
WILHELM
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VV. A.
Brady is to produce a moral
ity play which has been successful
in London. It is called "Hindle
Wakes." It Is by Stanley Houghton,
a young dramatist, and will be pro
duced with the original London cast
Queen Mary of England was much,
impressed by the London production
of "Everywoman," and as a result, it
is said, Arthur Collins,
managing
director of Drury Lane Theater, will
be knighted on the king's next birth- CALIFORNIA SOCIETY ENJOYS A
'
day.
NEW SENSATIONAL
STUNT.
II. M, Beatty, Ltttle Rock,
s:
"For the past two years I sufLos Angeles, Calif., Oct. 3. Coming
fered with kidney trouble had severe
as
the climax to a season marked Vy
pains across my back and over my
hips that almost meant death to me the unusual, a dainty luncheon was
at times. I ased sevieral well known served to attractive young women yeskidney remedies, but got no relief un- terday afternoon in the plunge at
til I used Fciey Kidney Pills. These
I can truthfully say made me a sound Ocean Park. There may be no regand well man." O. G. Schaefer and ular mermaids, but the members or
Red Cross Drug Co.
the Ocean Park Twilight club made
the nearest approacn to the fabled
SPIRITUALIST MEETING.
of the Bea yet recorded on
daughters
Dallas, Texas, Oct. 3. It is doubtful the Pacific coast.
if any city of the United States or of
The hostess, swimming from table
any other county has ever been the to table to pour tea while the
guests
meeting place of such a large and rep deftly guided their tables over the
resentative gathering of spiritualists
rougher bits of water In a protected
In Dallas duras will be entertfl'-iystretch these were features of the
days. The occasion novel affair. And it was declared
ing the next
of the gathering is the annual convengo successful that an ocean euchre
tion of the National Association of
is to be given next. There were
party
Spiritualists, an organization formed twelve guests, all dressed in attracIn 1893 and now embracing In Its
tive "party" bathing suits, while four
membership 22 state associations and tables were used to "seat" them.
upwards of 1,000 local societies. The
Swings Used for Seats.
president of the association Is Dr.
Each table was equipped with three
George B. Warne of Chicago, who will
swings and each of the young women
preside at the convention. Among the seated herself in a
swing as soon as
speakers will be some of the foremost deep water was reached. In order to
and
mediums
lecturers
of America
keep the tables afloat life preservers
and Europe.
were used under each one, which
the tables, laden with the dainW. A. Rimes, Rust on, La.,' writes: kept
of the luncheon, high and dry de"Sometime ago I took Foley Kidney ties
Pills, and must confess the results spite the additional weight of the
have been marvellous, for I feel like young women in the swings. Miniaa new man. I suffered from kidney ture floats mounted on life preservers)
and bladder troubles, tint Foley Kid- were used to
carry the dainties of the
ney Pills fixed me. I will recommend
them to all sufferers from kidney trou- luncheon.
ble." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
The first course was a chicken conDrug Co.
somme, which was kept heated on the
raft. This was followed by three other courses.
Hostess Real Mermaid.
Miss Alice Rothington, president of
the club, acted as hostess, and swam
from one table to another In order to

serve lunched;
in swimming
TANK

Ark-say-

d

book for expectant mothers which contains much
valuable Information, and many suggestions of a helpful nature.
BRADF1ELD REGULATOR CO., AtluU,

C

ance of Walter Damrosch's
comic
opera "The Dove of Peace."
It is announced that Minnie Dupree
will appear in a new play in January
next Until then she will remain in
vaudeville with a sketch.
Taylor Holmes Is to have the leading part in the new comedy "Somewhere Else," , and Harry Davenport
has been engaged to take his place
in "The Million."
Frank Daniels will be a member of
the 'Weber and Fields company and
will have a role written into their
'burlesque for him. Nora Bayes will
also be In the company.

tri

CHAMP ONSMIP

.n

to-b-

serve the tea and wait on the guests.
Venice and Ocean Park life guaTds,
acting as assistants . at the affair,
helped to place the tables in position
and offered all possible assistan-- e.
Each table was equipped with a
table cloth, tea set, liniv.:-forks and spoons and all articles necessary to furnish table at a well appointed luncheon In addition to
snow-whit-

,

tho-smal- l

SER

-

l

swings.
So successful was the affa:r, tho
club members announced that they
would give a progressive euchre party
in the water within the next few weeks.
Following is a list or the young
who attended the sea luncheon:
Misses Alice Rothington, Myrtle Nes-bi- t,
Frances Moore, Lillian Ferguson,
Florence Judah, Minette Worral, Kata-eriReagon, Mildred Starke, Berthi
Cameron, Esther White, Gladys Fulg-haand Margaret Mullen.
wo-m-

mtfytf

m

ne

m
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'HE OPTIC, always alive to giving the public the best there is in the latest news, has made ar- rangements with the Associated Press to furnish complete reports of the World's Champion- -

ship Baseball Series. Every play, every inning and the complete box score of each game will be
published daily during the series, and the lover of baseball here in Las Vegas will be able to read
on the same afternoon of the game a full account of how the Red Sox trimmed the Giants and vice
versa. The games in Boston and New York will start at 2 o'clock each afternoon, which in Las
Vegas will be 12 o'clock noon, thereby enabling The Optic to get complete returns direct from the ball
fields over the Associated Press special leased wire. The Series begins Tuesday, October 8.

Speaker Champ Clark has revived
the old custom of conferring titles oa
all members of congress. Every man
he summons to the cbalr to preside
over the committee of the whole is
designated as the "gentleman from
Kentucky,

Colonel Blank."

The practice has been adopted by
the employes at the house end of the
capltol, and there is no member of the
house or attache thereof so Insignificant as to escape a title.
Representative Doughton of North
Carolina thought the limit had been
reached, however, when he heard a
dusky brush boy calling Representative James William Collier of Vicks- burg, Miss., "Major." Collier was.
born in 1872.

"What are you major of?" asked
Doughton. "Major of militia or what?
title
Where did you get a military
"
.
anyhow?"
"Fighting," answered Collier.
"Fighting what?" demanded Dough
ton.
"Fighting to get to congress," an
swered Collier. "I expect to be brev-ettfor fighting to stay here."
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When you have, a bad cold you want
the best medicine obtainable so as to
cure it with as little delay as possible. Here Is a druggist's opinion:
"I have sold Chamberlain's Coughs
Remedy for fifteen years," says Enos
Lollar of Saratoga, Ind., "and consid-

er it the best on the market"
sale by all dealers.

For

"What you need," said the wordy
medico In his ponderous way, "la an
enlargement of your daily round a
wider circle of activity."
"Mebby that's right," said the patient "I'm a bareback rider in a one-rin-g
circus.'

Here is a woman who speaks fromj
personal knowledge and long experi-

ence, viz., Mrs. P. IT. Brogan, of Wilson, Pa., who says, "I .know from experience that Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy is far superior to any other.
For croup there Is nothing that excels 1." For sale by all dealers.
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o'clock this evening.

At The

Store That Sells For Cash
Store That Sells For Less

THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY
N. B.

A

Shipment
which we are seMing

of Jelly Glasses

just in

6 Oz. Size, Tops included for 35c per Doz
10 Oz. Size, Tops included for 45c per Doz

Line of

IHE

LUDWIQ VIZI. ILFELQ
LAS

Vltt,

m.

BUTTER AND

ROCK MAPLE SYRUP

AT THIS STORE
TOMORROW

DON'T MISS IT

J.

Si.

STEARNS
GROCER

'

Everybody welcome wether you intend

Finch's Golden Weeding Ry. aged
the wood. Direct frees diatlllerv
to you. At the Lobby, of ooarma

to

For Fa!l

a verdict if at all possible. The verBuckwheat cakes will be served free
dict of acquittal was the result.
at the J. H. Stearns erocerr store
When the foreman of the Jury handtomorrow ani ihe public is invited to
ed the verdict to the clerk of the
come and siiinple them.
court, few persons were present la the
court room aside from the court offiGo to the White Kitchen for good
cials, the prisoner and his attorneys,
home cooking; best service and clean
Senator T. & Catron of Santa Fe;
liness.
Special dinner Sunday. No
O. A. Larnnolo, of Las Vegas, and C.
extra charge. Meals 25 cents.
E. McGulnness of Santa Rosa.
waa visibly affected by the verWork on the improvements at Bach- TOWN
COUNCIL ALSO ORDERS EN dict making him a free man. After he
arach Brothers' store commenced tobad composed hiiself, he warmly
FORCEMENT OF SPEED
day and it te expected that the work
ORDINANCE.
grasped the hand of his attorney and
will be completed in ten days" time.
those of each of the Jurors. Hia wife,
been informed that it is con--j who had stood by him in his trouble,
Having
The Lyon team wishes to inform the
templated to erect three new build-- and who testified in his behalf at the
reading public that although a little lngs upon the West side in the next trial, was not present In the court
disfigured after the bowling contest few
months, two pf them on Bridge room.
at the Elks' home last evening. It is
The trial which resulted in freestreet, the council of the town of
still in the ring and has challenged Las
Vegas last night decided to in- dom for McNabb waa the second one.
the Kelly team for another bowlin; struct
the street and alley committee He was convicted afxut a year ago of
contest which will be rolled next Wed
at once to make investigations leading murder in the first degree and sennesday evening.
to the establishment of the proper tenced to hang. An appeal was taken
grade upon that thoroughfare. It is to the supreme court and that body
Again Every Elk and his lady and
to pave Bridge street remanded the case for retrial holding
all visiting brothers are cordially in- contemplated
but that project will not be tak- that the trial Judge had erred in realso,
vited by the entertainment committee
en up until later.
fusing the Introduction f evidence
to attend the Informal dance which
Bridge street is like the neck of a tending to show the state of mind of
will be given at the Elks' iome this
means of travel the accused man at the time be shot
the
This dance marks the be- bottle, beinj Las only
evening.
from East
Vegas to the West j and killed Hargis.
ginning of a series of entertainments side.
McXabb-Hargi- s
tragedy is al
Consequently it is a difficult ' The
to be given at the Elks club this win
to
been the result of Har- nve
road to keep in repair, being cut up
ter and every Elk who can do so is
in bad weather by heavy traffic. Mer- - a wrecking McNabbs home, the lat
urged to attend.
chants along the street for years have ter killing him while temporarily Inrealized the necessity for raising the sane. Hargis was shot to death, while
Harry Handly arrived in Las Veowing to the danger from high in the barber shop of Jack Moore at
gas this morning on Santa Fe train grade,
water.
The town council now has de- Vaughn, the slayer firing at him from
No. 3 and was met by Special Officer
to establish the proper the room of a hotel across the street.
termined
H T. Newby who escorted him to the
grade. Mayor Lorenzo Delgado said
city court, where, before Judge D. R. this
The brass bed won at the Catholic
morning that the street would be
Murray, Handly pleaded guilty to the
ladies
bazaar by John S. ' Clark has
an
condition
at
in
class
first
early
After paying put
chage of trespassing.
been
presented to Father A. Rabey-rollthe costs Handly was escorted to the date.
by Mr. Clark.
town council also decided to orThe
city limits and when last seen was
der the strict enforcement of the town
going west- The Normal University football
ordinance which requires automobiles
"no faster than ten miles an squad resumed practice this afternoon
run
to
Rabbi Samuel Peiper has accepted
after having had several days' lay off.
a call from the Jewish people of Hel- hv r in the business districts. Bridge Coach Leo M.
Tipton has charge of the
street again figures in this action. Beena, Ark., and expects to leave for
now on until the end
and
from
squad
narrowness
the
of
its
highway
his new field of duty about November cause
of the season will put the boys
for
speed-a
affords
place
dangerous
1. Dr. Peiper has been rabbi of Con
Two
me- However automobiles are in habit through some stiff practice.
gregation Montefiore for about a year. ILf fMko ,,n and rtnwn the Ktrpp.t like;Sames have already been scheduled,
He has made a large number
Albuquerque
h)express trains. Town Marshal Manuel the firshigh
friends who will be sorry to learn of
Albuquerque on October 26
to stao1
last
was
instrncted
Martinez
night
his intended departure.
arrest the first speeder. It is believed
same school In Las Vegas, November
James R. Ijowe, the well known the first offender will be the last, as 16.
The lineup of the team has nq
in
assessed
will
fine
be
every
postotfice clerk, while in Denver re a heavy
as yet been decided upon, but a first
is
ordinance
which
the
in
instance
automoMaxwell
cently, purchased a
team will be picked at an early date
bile. All of the clerks at the postof-fic- e violated.
and will be whipped into shape in time
are anticipating many enjoyable
for the first game.
rides in the new automobile. Already
Mr. Burch and Mr. Lowe are planning MRS. CARLEY ADJUDGED
CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINATIONS
on having an automobile race for the
The United States civil service comdeof the postoffice
championship
TO BE INSANE PERSON mission announces the examination
partment of Las Vegas.
named below to be held at an early
date. Application blanks and further
John Somerhaus evidently prefer SHE WILL BE SENT TO STATE
information may be obtained from
red staying in Las Vegas to going
ASYLUM INSTEAD OF TO
the local secretary, board of civil serback east, for this morning he was
PRISON
vice examiners, at the postoffice in
again arrested, this time by Special
city. Forest and field clerk In
(this
Officer H. T. Newby. While! in Las
Santa Rosa, N. M., Oct. 3. Mrs. J. forest and reclamation service.
Vegas Somerhaus found a side part- E. Carley, who has been in jail here
ner by the name of John Reed and iouowing me snooting oi ueorge ens- drara of ola Tbv1,w
Officer
Newby lingham and Miss Cora Zimmerman at:
early this morning
tne opera Bar
tt
found both of the road "gents" in the Ricardo this county, last Saturday afSanta Fe freight yard where they ternoon, was held to be insane by a
bad built a fire. Both pleaded guilty jury appointed by Judge David J.
to the charge of trespassing. They Leahy to InqrKire into her mental conwere escorted to the town limits this dition. The verdict was returned last
A
morning and it is doubtful if Las Ve night and it recommended that Mrs.
gas will again be honored by a visit Carley be at once committed to the
from them
state hospital for the insane at Las j

ilDGE

GRADE

STREET

I0

BE

FIXED

b

REGULAR RETAIL VALUB.
13,OQ
We pnrchftsfid Beveral carloads of this he an r! mi dinner-warand mr
enabled the manufacturer to give as n exeiuilvo dRipa
lares
purchase
ncf a very low price. We are charging part of the cost to "advertistitjf
a
to
of
of tbe
ask
cost
and
the
yon
pay
expenae."
only
asal
et. it is of a beautiful "Cosmos" pfrcentajre
design and ear tent1 he duplicated la
for leas than l in arty retail china store. It is guaranteed by both
Duality
and ourselves.
Tiiere la a coupon In every sack of LARABKB'S Plonr, Send ns five
onpona and $3.t in cash, dratr., postal or exproaa money order, and we will
of
one
end yon
these beautiful seta by fretsaw Address coupons and re
foiuance to The Obina Department of th Lambee FUmr tfiils Company,
your name and suitress plainly.
flutt'hlnson, Kanna.s. Re Bure to write are
The coupons tn LARABEE'S Flour
slsoood fo Kj.a;-r- SUverwmrt
and other valuable premiums Ask lor deacnpuve circular-- :

Thlt !ine

U designed especially for young

men. The well rounded hand
tailored shoulders,

"ALL tSMOQRb
Trv a
Sack You'll. Like it.
t

Home of lie Best of Everything EataMe

rlirn

DISCOVERY

l
Vegas, which will be done.
'The examination of Mrs. Carley oc- - 6?
cupied a considerable portion of yesterday's court session. Her husband
was one of the principal witnesses. He
testified to melancholy spells of his
wife and gave it as his belief that she
was not mentally responsible at the i
time she shot Brislingham and
as a result of which I
Zimmerman,
Brislingham died, while' Miss Zimmerman Is still in a serious condition.
The examintion left little doubt that
Mrs. Carley was insane at the time of
the Bhooting and is still mentally nn-- !

Wash at
Home?
If you do would you not
i
enjoy escaping the hard work
and bother?
at little cost

HAVE
Fresh Squash, Celery. Cailjflour,

to us to do.

Man-

goes, Green Chili, Pickling Onions, Tomatoes, Sweet Potatoes, Quinces a.hd

Friits of All Kind s

Yon can

and

by sending it
We will wash it

quicker and better than you
can, starch it just as you like
it, dry it and if you want us
to iron all the flat pieces or
the whole washing as you
prefer. You will find our
ces within your reach.

pri-

Las Vedas Steam
CO. STORE

'If

tbe Hand

worked Lapels, the neck tog
of the Collar, the perfect fitting
Back

and the fret and easy
drape of the Trousers are individual points found in this
make of clothes that give to
them a distinctive personality
that you can best appreciate

when you try them ca.

GREENBERGER
ifblch Costs ihe More n

C"?

Trie Stove or ihe Coal

cf

"

-

t

I

Gives maximum of heat,

j

!

(

Consider this point, then
buy a Fire Side Hot Blast.
uses the minimum of fuel.

1

j

AS CHEERFUL AS A HARD

-

COAL HEATER

in

1

EMPRESS, you know, is that "Mighty.fcood" GER
MAN-LLEO Flour that makes Baking a Delight

THE GRAAF & IIAYWARD

tai duster.

f

Holds the fire all night.

j.

I

SEE! This fineDinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
AND
$3.90
EMPRESS Flour CASH

lie

&W

buy cr aot

.

At

L SYSTEM

CLOTHING

u.

1

mm CRYSTAL

Complete

October 7th to 12th, 1B12

In

At The

We Now I!ave

ONE WEEK ONLY

Wanted 50 people to eat those fine
oysters at the Bismark, Another ship
ment Just In.

25c PER.. PINT

3. 1312.

extend ycu an invitation to visit cur store during
the special Demonstration cn ihe
GREAT MAJESTIC RANGE
A special representative from the factory will show
you why the Majestic bakes so perfectly, and heats all
the water wanted with the xnininium cf fuel

See Van Petten for Insurance

Light automobile lamps

t

trie

LOCAL NEWS

LARGE QUEEN OLIVES:

OCtOBE-f-

Laundry
Phone Main

61.

"

617 Douglai

Are

balanced.
.

"

',

Mr. Carley, who is a Santa Fe sta- tion agent at Ricardo, will return t0(
the family home there and care for
Ihe three children of the couple. He
n
over the deplorable
is
affair. A pathetic feature of the case
Is the fact that Mrs. Carley is again
about to become a mother. It Is be- lieved that her condition had consi- erable to do with her losing her mind.!
After being out several hours, the
jury in the case of the, State vs. Edward McNabb of Vaughn, on trial for
the murder of Charles Hargis at
Vaughn, two years ago, last night returned a verdict of not guilty. The
jury had a short time previously reported to the court its inability to
asree, but Judge David J. Leahy sent
it back with instruction to arrive at
grief-stricke-

;

'

VORTII WHILE

jjTho

Let us tfemonstrate it to
Fire Side Hot Blast

'OU.

J. C. JOHNSEN
-- EXCLUSIVE

a -SON

LOCAL AGENTS

DEMONSTRATED AGMJ
THE SUPEESOHITY

OF1

"OLD HOMESTEAD" FLOUR

Trade demands this Hour to such extent that local competitors unable to sell their own brands resort to devious
methods of obtaining supply of "Old Homestead."

Our. sales increase daily by SUCH acknowledgment of
its superiority and selling qualities.
Order "Old Homestead" from your grocer or merchant.

CHARLES ILFELD CO.
Process
for the
Vacuum
Treatment of Coffee, mechanically purifying and cleansing the
coffe bean, rendering powerless
the properties considering baneful to persons of extreme nervous temperament, producing
sleeplessness, nervous chills and
tremblings, headaches, irritab-

Its Exclusive Distributers for Las Vegas and Albuquerque

t

Jefferson Ray nolds President
HaPett Raynoius Cashier
Davis Vice President
H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier
.

E. D. Raynolds Vice President

Stephen

B.

ility, indigestion, etc.
Vacuum Treated Coffee

has
been proven by rigid tests. You
can drink It without the return
of the usual ill effects.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Price in lib. Cans

OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital,

C.D.BQUCHER

$100',000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

it

The Coffee Man

Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000

''

'

interest Palst on

Tim

Qe-pttsU- a

